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Automobile Liability
and Property Damage
Insurance

WE WANTERKNOW!

(Private Passenger Cars)

Most 6 Cylinder Cars .........................................

13.50

*
If you don’t invest this small sum to provide a fund for your
victim or his dependents now, after the accident you may have an
other family to support out of your salary.

The possession of the above policy enables you to buy:
COLLISION INSURANCE (Damage to YOUR OWN CAR),
the moat popular form when your car it a wreck by the roadside.
Exultant, “Yea, I am insured" often terminates with the crestfallen
and apologetic phrase, "but my insurance does not cover this kind
of a loss.” If you carry only liability insurance and your Com
pany decides you are at fault, the other fellow is fixed up nicely
and'you are left to stand your own loss. Our “Cover-Both-Ways”
policy alto pays YOUR damage in excess of a small retention,
regardless of who is at fault. We offer special low rate for this
coverage.

)

Mason and Dixon Line
| Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
To settle a dispute will you please
inform me as to what States are
separated by the so-called Mason
and Dixon's Line?
Disputant.
• * * •
Mason and Dixon’s Dine is the
. boundary line between the States of
1 Maryland and Pennsylvania as run
by two distinguished English sur
veyors, Charles Mason and Jeremiah
D’xon. In the years 1763-67. The line
settled a dispute between the two
States over their_ respective boun
daries as described in their charters.
Before the Civil War, the phrase,
“Mason and Dixon’s Line,” was used
to indicate the dividing line between
the free and slave States, and at.
present the term continues to be
used to designate the dividing line
between the Sourh and North. A
re-survey of the line was authorized
by Pennsylvania and Maryland in
1849, and again in 1900.—Ed.

Local Adjustment of Claims

ARISE. BELOVED
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Arise, Beloved, come Into the night,
The lovely Isles are putting out to sea ;
In dear abandon to the silver light
| The flr tree spires fade 4n transparency;
,

E. C. MORAN COMPANY, INC
STATE AGENTS
Tel. 98

425 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

' And from the mantle of departed day
• A scarlet thread clings to the harbor bar;
' A gentle wind breathes gently on the hay,
While stairs of pearl lead to the evening
star.

Kva Hammond Churchill.

Boston.
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EXHIBITION OF

Paintings, Water Colors and Etchings
: : by : :

FREDERICK K. DETWILLER

Highbrow. English was discarded
by the Boston Automobile Club when
It erected 5000 signs in the resi
dential districts reading: "Kids near,
slow down.”
Now wouldn’t that
carry a stronger appeal to the aver
age person than a legend which
read: "Juveniles in the proximity:
drive with less alacrity.” Cultured
Boston in this instance gives way to
common sense.

American Landscapes and Marines, including Maine Coast and
Lafayette National Park
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Freight and Passenger Service
Steamer
Gov
Douglas
leaves
Thomaston daily except Sundays
at 6.30 a. m. for Monhegan and
Boothbay Harbor.
TEL. THOMASTON 36
74-T-Th-tf

CURTIS INSTITUTE

articles hostile to the Jewish peo
ple," has withdrawn from publica
tion the pamphlet in which such
items were being distributed and 1n
a signed statement has expressed
deep regret for any injury or hurt
caused hy the series.
Mr. Ford’s statement, according to
the American, includes the an
nouncement that “henceforth the
Dearborn Independent will be con
ducted under such auspices that ar
ticles reflecting upon the Jews will
ne' er again appear in Its columns."
"Let me add,” this version of the
statement concludes.
“that this
statement is made on my own Ini
tiative and wholly in the interest of
right and justice and in accordance
with what I regard as my solemn
duty as a man and as a citizen.”
The Detroit manufacturer was
quoted as bPing "deeply mortified
that this Journal has been made
the medium for resurrecting explod
ed fictions, for giving currency to
the so-called protocols of the wise
men of Zion, which have been dem
onstrated, as I learn, to he gross
forgeries, and for contending that
the Jews have been engaged In a
conspiracy to control the industries
and capital of the world."
"Had I appreciated even the gen
eral nature, to say nothing of the
details, of these articles,” Mr. Ford
is quoted as declaring, "I would
have forbidden their circulation
without
a
moment’s
hesitation
•because
I
am
fully
aware
of the virtue of the Jewish people
as a whole, of what they and their
ancestors have done for civilization
and for mankind, their benevolence
and their unselfish Interest in the
public welfare.”

MINIATURE OF AN OLD MAN
In the spring I watch him go
Strangely while and strangely alow.
Where white trees shake down tlieir anow,
Wondering tn his quiet mind
If another spring will find
Hint blown on or left behind.
— Raymond P. Fischer In the Bookman.

we WILL-

BROADCAST

Character as Collateral
In Most Cases

RADIO, the

To the Public via

Two

Offices

Dempsey-Sharkey
Bout, July 21st

Two

Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 6.30 p. m.
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 190
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
59-tf

Is YOUR RADIO in good condi

tion to receive thie event? Shall

we .look it over?

• e e o

House-Sherman, Inc.
Next to Ford Agency

Authorized Dealers
Frejhman

Atwater-Kent,
Grebe,

Feda

8S&85-86

FIT YOUR FEET

AND POCKETBOOK

How much have you
invested in Yourself?

Tanners Shoes and Hosiery; plead
ing styles; solid comfort.

wear

and

Every pair

A Savings Account is a Dividend
On Your Investment in Yourself

Genuine

Long

Economy.

Guaranteed, by the

Tanner Shoe Mfg. Co., 493 C St.,
Boston, Mats..

Sold by—

MRS. RAY ERSKINE

Nearly everyone realizes that whatever he is, or
whatever he hopes to be, depends entirely on himself.
In other words, you yourself are your chief investment.

17 GRACE ST.,

ROCKLAND

Telephone 535-W

Are you paying dividends on your investment?
That is, are you producing a surplus over and above
the amount required for your living expenses?
If you are, then that surplus does not represent a
dividend unless it is saved and put to work. As long
as it slides through your fingers you can hardly con
sider it a dividend on your efforts.

THREE CENTS A COPY

NEW

Twelve and a half million dollars [
for music is the most recent testi
monial of Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis
Bok, wife of Edward Bok, the pub
lisher, to musical genius in America.
The gift of this nuge sum to the
Curtis Institute of Music, which she
founded in Philadelphia three years
ago, marks one more step in the
work that Mrs. Bok has done quiet
ly for years towards the advance
ment of music in this country. The
beautiful building which houses the
Philadelphia
Music
Settlement.
School in the congested South Side

TALK OF THE TOWN
Commander MacMillan's siib-Arclic expedition sailed from Sydney,
N. S. Saturday, for Battle Harbor,
Labrador.

Through Carolyn Sherer Swett's
cost of such removal (he State is to real estate agency a large parcel of
reimburse the cities and towns 50 woodland in Warren lias been sold
percent, not to exceed $25 per mile to Alfred Krelscon.
of way in each place. Funds for
this purpose are to he taken from
Ralph Thurston . of Waterville,
the tax on internal combustion en
whose wife formerly resided In West
gines.
The law creating the mill tax Rockport, has been retired on a pen
highway fund is so amended as to sion by (lie Now England Telephone
increase the amount available for & Telegraph Co.
third-class highways and bridges
from $100,000 to $150,000.
Raymond Duff Is chairman of the
Another law authorizes the high committee which is arranging for
way
commission
to
establish I the annual picnic of Winslow-Hol
through ways as is done* in Massa- j brook Post. The boys will embark
chusetts. Where such ways are es- I on the morning of July 24 under
tablished it is compulsory upon the I sealed orders.
driver of motor or other vehicles I
coming onto them, from’an inter- I
Dare Devil Harry, “The Human
secting way. must make a full stop j Torch,” is coming to Oakland Park,
before entering on the through way. where he will do Ills famous stunt of
To illustrate: If the Auburn-Gray diving from the top of a 10l)-foot
road he declared a through way any ladder Into a tank of water, after
car coming onto that road from oth- annotating himself with gasoline
roads must stop .before going and setting his clothing afire.
Some of the most Important of the upon the read.
new laws deal with the conduct of
New License Plate Laws
Miss Evelyn Burbank stepped into
elections, yet, if predictions made in
Chapter 3 of the new laws is ex a depression in the brick sidewalk
certain quarters prove true, they
pected to he of great help to those on School street in front of the
may all he wasted effort.
These bills are predicated on the automobile owners who use their Central Telephone office Sunday, and
present direct primary law. if that cars throughout the year. It makes In falling suffered a compound frac
law is repealed on Oct. 18, when the it legal to use the now plates of a ture of one of her wrists. The side
people vote upon it, these various given year on and after Dec. 15, of walk on this much traveled street
measures will be rendered null and the preceding year; that is: On and contains several rough places.
void. However, until such time as after December 15 next, it will be
the referendum is held they will be propo- to discard the 1927 plates
Rankin block doesn't look at all
law. Should a special election he ne and use the 1928 plates on your car. I natural in its new headgear—that
The legislature also undertook the portion of it, at least, which is
cessary before the referendum is
he'd, these changes, in the present task of defining an automobile deal owlnod by Mike Armata. Dormer
er and chapter 70 is the result. It windows have been cut into the roof,
laws would prevail.
The first of these laws deals with , sets forth that “any person, firm or j and other improvements have also
the time of opening and closing the 1 corporation actively engaged in the been made. Mr. Armata has had
polls at primary elections.
This business of buying, selling or ex apartments finished up for his own
changes the hour at which the polls j changing motor vehicles and having occupancy.
Director Josef Hofmann
| shall be closed at night on primary an established place of business for
such purpose, or proving such per
I day from 6 to 7 p. m.
A flock of wild geese, which had
son, firm or corporation has a bona evidently missed the first trains, and
fide
contract
for
buying,
selling
or
all subsequent ones, passed over
heard more frequently than English, | county nffletes of the State. Salaries
was her first large contribution to'
many are increased, while there exchanging motor vehicles with any Rockland Sunday night bound for
are a number of cases where cleri wholesale dealer in or manufacturer their hunting grounds to the'north
the cause of music.
This unusual Incident
Now that she has given a perma cal assistance is granted, notably in of motor vehicles” shall he a dealer eastward.
nent status to the Curtis Instiiute ot tiie offices of clerks of courts and in motor vehicles within the mean was called to The Courier-Gazette's
ing of the Maine laws.
attention hy J. E. Roberts, who
Music, with its endowment of $12,- registers of deeds, which are In real
Chapter 210, is also an important not only heard but saw the (lock.
600.000 yielding an annual revenue of ity salary lnerr«ses.
The most important of the salary one as it confers upon the secretary
$750,000, Mrs. Rok declares that her
Thomas Anastasia, proprietor of
increases granted by the legislature, of State power to require persons
gift was the outcome of her years of
of the past winter was that of jus convicted of violating the motor ve “Tom's Store," has an interesting
activity in music settlement work.
tices of the Supreme and tiie Supe hicle laws to furnish proof of finan oldtime document In the form of
It was her experience in the foreign
rior courts. The former were in cial ability to satisfy any claim for clearance papers Issued to the late
settlements that first made her creased $2,000 annually and the lat damages arising from his acts.
Capt. Israel Snow of the Bark Star
aware of the musical talent that was ter $1,000. The law Increasing the
The gasoline tax increase* of a Dec. 13, 1852. The craft was bound
going to waste because of poverty. salaries of the eight justices of the cent per gallon is carried in chapter from Messina, Sicily, to Boston and
“Too many youthful geniuses have" Supreme court carries a retroactive 251.
according to the clearance papers
been sacrificed because of the lack provision, which makes the increase
carried the following men: Charles
Laws for the Farmers
of money,” explains Mrs. Bok, “I saw start Jan. 1, of the present year. It
Lee, aged 26; Joseph Baynold, 78;
There
arc
a
number
of
measures
the cruelty of it over and over again is understood that the judges will
Young Bowler, 27; Henry T. Fran
designed
to
benefit
the
agricultural
during the years of my Americaniza not collect the first six months sal
cis, 21; Andrew S. Trussell, 19; B.
interests
of
the
State.
tion work—hoys and girls of high ary, however, but will turn it back
Carroll, 25; Nelson Carpenter, 30;
Among these is the hedgehog John S. 'Pierce, 24. There was also
promise who were compelled to give to the State treasury.
bounty
law,
which
is
contained
in
up their studies because they had to
onn passenger hy the name of
It will be recalled that at the time
make a living. The shops and offices lt was made known that the Justices chapter 249. This was enacted at Lenza.
the
request
of
the
corn
growers,
pri,and factories claimed them, and Am of the court contemplated declining
• marily. It has been claimed that
erican art was the loser.
The Maine Central will try an ex
to accept this hack pay, fhe question
“Now we hope that lack of money was raised whether they could leg there are serious conflictions in this periment In running excursion trains
law which will make it inoperative.
will no longer be an obstacle to the ally do so. Whether this will be
to Old Orchard Beach next Sunday,
The new apple grading law, chap
development of genuine talent. The pressed is now unknown. It is not
earlier in the season than In former
ter 193 is a very comprehensive one.
Curtis Institute of Music will provide expected that lt will.
years. In previous summers the ex
and was the result ot much careful,
The salary Increase for the judges
cursions have been run later, usually
means of helping these young people
as well as hard work, on the part
carries,
also,
an
increase
in
Ihe
to fulfill Ihe promise of their art.
of the committee on agriculture, around the middle of August, when
We do not expect money to take the amount of pay they receive on re which was ably assisted hy the ex the days are sweltering and a trip
place of talent, no. But we do not tirement at the age of 70,when they perts of the department of agricul to the seashore is taken primarily
believe that it is necessary for gen become “retired-active" justices.
ture, the officers of the various as for relief from the hot sun. Many
The salary of members of the leg
ius to starve in order to succeed.
sociations and orchardists of Maine. consider July the best month for en
“If our students require help to islature is also increased under the
The fair stipend law is changed joying Old Orchard and this state
live under proper conditions the In new laws to $600 a session.
materially h.v the new laws, chapter ment is brought out by the fact that
stitute is ready to aid them. If
Highway and Motor Laws
126. The fund is taken from the thousands flock to this beach every
weekend. The fare for the round
they are unable to meet the cost of
One of the most important of the State treasury and Is not to exceed trip oh this special excursion will he
embarking on a professional career highway measures which becomes 3 Ms cents por inhabitant. It is to be
when the time comes, money will be operative on the 16th is that per incorporated among the fairs and greatly reduced and the special tram
forthcoming for that too. Money taining to the removal of snow from societies according to premiums and is so scheduled that patrons will be
allowed nearly all day at the beach,
will also remove the necessity for highways, chapter 27. It provides gratuities paid in full hy them.
returning home In the early evening.
haste that so often dwarfs a prom that the Highway commission, on
Grading Farm Produce
If this excursion proves successful, it
ising career. All the time required petition of the municipal officers of
Many farmers regard chapter 49 Is probable that an additional special
to develop a student to the height of cities and towns may lay out win
as being the most important of all train will be operated, from Rock
his ability will he given at the Cur ter routes and provide for keeping
for this State, so far as the agricul land Branch points during (he sum
tis Institute. Our students will en them free from snow. To pay the
tural interests are concerned. Th's mer.
joy the constant stimulus that comes
is the law providing for grading all
from association with such masters
farm produce. It is identical with
In 1880 the late Reuben M. Pills
as Mme. Marcella Kembrieh. Josef artists who will be capable of carry laws enacted hy Connecticut, Mas
bury was a candidate for city liquor
Hofmann, Moris Rosenthal, Carl ing on these high standards in the sachusetts and
Vermont.
Rhode agent. A copy of his petition, which
Fiesch and Emilio de Gogorza, to future."
Island, through a slip failed to en
To accomplish this task, Mrs. Bok act the law, but will have the same has come to light, shows that he
name only a few of the famous mu
had the backing of influential cit
has
appointed
Josef
Hofmann,
inter

sicians who compose the faculty.
standards through regulations by
“The work of the Curtis Institute nationally famous pianist, as direc the* commissioner of agriculture. izens. In order that present day
readers may know who the active
will not be limited by the ordinary tor-in-chief of the Curtis Institute New Hampshire is expected to fall
political workers were 47 years ago
school year. In order to give excep His plan for giving assistance to into line at its next legislative ses
the names are here printed: N. A.
tional students the advantage of re needy students Includes free tuition sion.
Farwell, Maynard Sumner, Davis
maining continually under the artis or partial exemption from tuition
Other Measures
Tillson, A. K. Spear, John T. Berry.
tic supervision of their masters, we fees, financial aid if necessary, fur
Chapter 33 is a new departure in T. W. Hix, Leander Weeks, Edward
will finance their vacations to enable nishing pianos or other musical In
Maine, as it authorizes municipali H. Lawry, H. N. Keene, N. Jones, K.
them to accompany their teachers in struments rent free to students un
ties to establish town forests, while C. Rankin, R. C. Wooster, N. A.
the I'nited States or Europe during able to provide their own, and finan
chapter 24 empowers municipalities Bur peo, W. S. D. Healey, S. M.
the summer. Traveling and living cing their professional debut when
to raise money for the maintenance Veazie, T. W. Hix, Jr., H. H. Crle,
they arrive at maturity.
expenses will he met by the school.
and employment of bands for muni Edwin 'Sprague, T. A. Wentworth,
It
Is
a
program
which
for
thor

“And so we believe that surround
J. G. Pottle, Oliver Gay, Stephen
cipal purposes.
ed by masters who are the bearers oughness and attention to every need
In chapter 215 is found Maine's Gould. F. C. Knight, C. Hanrahan,
of the highest musical traditions of of the student has never been at first radio law.
It provides for F. J. Simonton, Robert Crockett, A.
Ihe present day, and relieved of all tempted before. It affords limitless prosecution of those who interfere in J. Rird, S. M. Bird, True P. Pierce.
thoughts of materia! needs, our possibilities for the development of certain ways with tho transmission H. W. Wight G. W. Kimball. Jr., C.
young musicians will develop into musical genius in this country.
G. Mofflt. S. H. Burpee, E. A. Burpee,
of radio signals.
Under the provisions of chapter Dr. Banks. R. Y. Crie, T. R. Pills
154 which is among those to become a bury, Ira B. Ellems, S. A. Fish, D.
law on the sixteenth, Main© will N. Mortland, O. E. Blackington. Al
take advantage of the federal ma bert Berry, C. F. Kittredge. J. C.
ternity or Sheppard-Towner law, as White, O. S. Andrews, Thornton
it is called, after a fight which has Willis, H. G. Bird. Francis Cobb. T.
waged through three sessions of the E. Simonton, W. H. Titcomb and Al
bion Ingraham.
legislature.

Saturday there become operative
in Maine 26,3 new laws, excepting
such as the referendum may be in
voked upon. The legislature of 1927
was 16 weeks incubating this batch.
Of this collection, 67 have to do
with increases of salaries or the cre
ation of new positions carrying a
salary. Fish and game legislation
called for 47 of the new laws while
highway and automobile laws to
taled 24, making a grand total of
the three classes of legislation of 173
which • leaves hut 90 laws dealing
with general affairs of the state.
Of these 263 laws, it is expeeted
that the referendum will be invoked
upon, at least, two of them. The bill
changing the railroad tax system of
the State and the one increasing the
gasoline tax from three to four cents
are expected to be held up in this
way.
Election Laws

Notice to Blueberry Pickers
V

Fancy Berries bought, empty crates in exchange.
Now crates for sale to early pickers.

Security Trust Co.

Call or write—

IRA W. FEENEY

Resources Over $4,000,000

at Deep Sea Fisheries Plant at Rockland, Maine,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
UNION

EFFECT

Transgressor—Work of Last Legislature.

Will Pay Cash or ship for you on Commission.

VINALHAVEN

IN

YOUR FAVORITE KJHM

APPRECIATED IT

Put that surplus away in a Savings Account, then
note the difference in the dividends you are paying on
yourself. Every dollar of this fund is busy earning
and helping to increase your dividends. Then, too, the
rate of dividends you pay yourself is limited only by
your own efforts to save.

CAMDEN

LAWS

Volume 82.................. Number 83.

s •...............
These Carefully So That You May Not Become

That Dearborn Independent Mrs. Bok’s Splendid Contribution To the Musical Art
Has Published Articles
of the Nation.
Hurtful To Jews.

LOANS

Confidential Loan Co.

MONHEGAN ISLAND

LET’S GO!

FORD IS SORRY

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable to
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upop circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
The Now York Amerlean, In. a
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with, the Gazette in 1882 copyright article, says Henry Ford
The P ee Press was established In 1855, and
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. 1 has ordered the Dearborn indepen
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
dent "to discontinue permanently all

Special Six Months’ Policy
Most 4 Cylinder Cars ......................................... $ 11 .GO

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 12, 1927.

for particulars.
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Telephone 290

John O. Stevens is in receipt of
the following letter from Albert T.
Gould, written on board the Seeko
(Kawson-MaoMillm Field Museum
Expedition) off Turtle Head June 28:
“Gn the occasion of the call at
Rockland of MacMillan’s schooners
Bowdoin and Radio and motor boat
Seeko yesterday' on their way North,
the Rockland Public Landing proved
a great convenience, both in landing
and taking off members of the crews
and the friends of Commander Mac
Millan, who accompanied him as far
as Rockland.
■’While adjusting compass on the
Seeko, we swung the boat at the
landing float, and thus saved consid
erable time and trouble, and the
Public Tending also proved a very
convenient place for receiving and
I sending messages. Commander Mac
Millan has asked me to convey hia
ithanks to the people of Rockland for
j providing such a useful and conjvenlent landing place for vessels
calling at your harbor."
TO ONE
Through the texture
Of lily dream.
Like a scarlet thread,
Runs my thought
Of you.
Ik Baron Cooke, In Town and Country,

If I had to lire my Ilf© again I would
have mad© a rule to read some poetry and
listen
to aome music at least once a week.
j The loss
(tt these tastes la a loss of happi
J ness.—Charles Darwin.

;

THE JOURNEY ONWARDS
As slow our ship her foamv track
Against the wind was cleaving.
Her trembling pennant still looked back
To that dear Isle ’twas leaving.
3o loth we part from all we love.
From all the links that bind us:
Ro turn our hearts, as on we rove.
To those we’ve left behind us I

When, round the bowl, of vanished years
We talk with joyous Rooming,
With smiles. that might as well he tears.
So faint, so sad their beaming:
Mlille memory brings us back again
Each early tie that twined us.
Oh. sweet’s the cup that circles then
To those we’ve left behind us!
And when, in other climes, we meet
Some Isle, or vale enchanting.
Where all looks flowery, wild, and sweet,
And naught but love Is wanting;
We think how great had been our bliss
If Heaven had but assigned us
To live and die In scenes like this.
With some we've left behind us!
As travelers oft look hack at eve
When eastward darkly going.
To gaze upon that light they leave
Still faint behind them glowing.—
So. when the close of pleasure’s day
To gloom hath near consigned us.
We turn to catch on© fading ray
Of Joy that'© left behind ua.

.

• Thomas Moora. z
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Rockland. Maine, July 12. 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of July 9. 1927 there was
printed a total of 6428 copies.

Before me.

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Serve the Lord with gladness: come
before his presence with singing. For
the Lord is good: his mercy is ever
lasting: and his truth endureth to all
generations.—Psalm 100:2,5.
LEND A HAND

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 12, 1927

CAMDEN

STILL

CLIMBING

WASHBURN’S

WASHINGTON
#

WEEKLY

By R. M. Washburn

It would be a soggy site, indeed,
which would not sprout vigorously
from the stimulus of old Grand
Monadnock. So has the little town
of
Peterboro,
New
Hampshire,
sprouted. It is settled to the base of
Monadnock, to the east. The town
' takes its name from its first settler,
' Peter, and his modest "burrow’’ It
is quite a town. It has pretty much
of a Main street. It has a new town
house modelled after Faneuil 'Hall
and new banks, a postoffice and
other buildings, which would look
good anywhere. It has established
Itself as a summer resort.

For Summer

Again Increases Its Percentage At Rockland’s Expense—
A Victory In Belfast
This Week's Games
Small. Flinn. Bases on balls, off
Loftus 3, off Gray 4 off Gillespie 1.
Tonigh*—Belfast at Rockland.
Wednesday—Camden at Belfast. Struck out by Loftus 2, by Small 4.
Hit hy pitcher. French.
Sacrifice
Thursday—Camden at Rockland.
hits. Loftus, Fiench. Walsh. Wotton,
Friday—Rockland at Belfast.
Cogan. Double* plays, Merewether.
Saturday—Camden at Belfast.
• . • .
Cole and Wotton; E. Small, Cogan
and McGowan.
Umpires, McDon
The League Standing
and
Stanwood.
Scorer,
While Rockland appears to be a ough
hopeless tail-ender in the Maine Winslow.
Coast League you will make no mis
take wheel you say that the addi
Camden 8, Rockland 4
tion of a good pitcher to the staff
Aube pitched to six men in Camwill
. , make the team , a most formid- den last night passing three of them,
able one. Our
*«»
I hitting another, allowing one hit and
there, and will be remedied at the fanning the other. He was so man- I
earliest possible moment.
Aside ifestiy out of stride that Manager
from the box neither Camden nor French sent in Gray to relieve him.
Belfast, has a thing on Rockland When the inning ended Camden had
Here Is how they stand today:
scored five* runs—enough, as It
Won Lost f*. C. proved, to win the game All of these
Camden ................
6
1
.857
runs were scored after Wooles had ;
Belfast ..................
3
4
428
been declared safe at third, although ■
Rockland .............
2
6
.260 believed by many of the spectators
....
to have been nailed there on Byrne’s J

•r

Sport Apparel
Shop at

Last evening's organization meet
ing for the Community Chest can
vass was so well attended, by such
an earnest and representative* group
of men and women citizens, that the
success of the fourth campaign for
White
this worthy municipal object should
not lie in doubt.
This morning the teams are busy
in the several words, their purpose
comprising an every-citizen solici
Long and short sleeves
tation for a contribution large or
The people who come here as sum
throw. Another base decision later
Rockland 6, Belfast 5.
Light shades
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Email, according to one’s ability to mer residents live pretty much out
Tho devoted group of baseball fans in the game was at Camden’q ex- I
side the town and spread over the
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difference being that (he
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limits of the township. The near, which followed Pat French's team ' I*nscWe should bear in mind that this elaborate estates are the Schofield to Belfast Saturday was rewarded "na cost dockland five runs and the
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other cost Camden nothing.
work of canvassing is done by a and Kauffman estates. Mrs. Scho by seeing that team win one of the
■"Hollerin
’
at
the
umpire
”
gets
one
group of fellow-citizens who gener field married, first, Charles Paine most interesting games of the sea nowhere, however, and the loss of
son. Belfast steadily cut down the
ously give up for these ff*w days Cheney, a son of the late H. P. early accumulated margin, but was the game* is by no-means attributed
Cheney and then siie married the late
their regular business, and purely Professor Schofield of Harvard. B. still one run In arrears when the last to that source. Rockland lost (he
game becAse of Aube’s slump, its
upon grounds of civic patriotism de- _ P. Cheney was first a stage driver,' “man was retired.
hard breaks and failure to hjt safely
Belfast
tried
out
a
new
pitcher
then a pioneer in the express busi
vote themselves to this form of pub
in the pinches. Klosek fanned only
Two kick plaits
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named
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of
Georgetown
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lie service. It should be the part of ness and then one of the builders of versity. who had made a fine show one man. but the "pop ’em up” cam
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the Atchison. He was always a car-Kasha, Green
paign
of
the
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hattccs
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the reet of us to see that we make rier. Mrs. Schofield is a benefactress ing against Yale, Harvard and oth
defeat.
er
leading
college
teams.
Spurred
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quick and generous response to their of the town. She built the little
Sizes 16, 18, 20
One of the hard breaks referred
on by the futile showing which they
calls and to this extent co-operate in church, All Saints, as a memorial to
to Was when a hall hit some obstruc
had
made
against
Flinn
the
previous
her son. who died in the war. Beside
tion and bounded high over Cole's
the general movement.
Silk lined, fur trimmed
her Jives Mrs. Kauffman, a Cheney night, the Rockland batters fell upon ,
This is the business of every cit daughter. She has -done much for Gillespie like a ton of brick, and his head. This little incident cost two
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runs.
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in
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ordinary
course
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(Wool)
izen, not that of the canvasser alone. the Peterboro Hospital which is a exit was seen in the third inning, af of events it would have been an
ter Rockland had made a double and
Should for any reason he fail to model.
easy out.
two singles in succession.
....
From Camden's standpoint there
reach you, hunt him up and see rttat
The stands rocked with applause
To those who follow the game of when Flinn strode into the box. but was the brilliant playing of Wooles.
he gets your pledge or check.
Jones and McMahon, who correctly
One and two-piece styles.
The Community Chest i*s one of politics, the town is known as the he lasted only two minutes and 13 handled 23 of their 26 chances. This
home of Robert Perkins Bass. It is seconds. Then came Charlie Small,
Rockland's most beneficent assets.
because of his atmosphere that the bespectacled pitching ace of the man Wooles is one of several rea
Sizes 16 to 44
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Sizes to 40
These skirt's are bodice
Peterboro fits into this Weekly. Bates College ^team. who held Rock sons why Camden is so far up in
frogt in the league race. Timely hitAH
new
shades
While Bass was defeated for the land to a solitary hit in five and one
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top to wear with sweaters
is another.
If the National conference on Senate by Mr. Moses, he is not dead third innings.
Belfast meantime
i
,
Chamarde, who has been playing
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street and highway safety, which politically but only sleeping. Fur was beginning to take such a ,fancy
,
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. . ..
outfield because of an injured thumb
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,
Secretary Hoover heads, has suc ther. when he speaks of Mr. Moses to Loftus that Gray was sent in the . was ,back
behind the plate, in cele
ceeded in formulating a model mun he speaks sweetly. Bass is by pro middle of the sixth Inning to stem bration of which event he led his
fession a farmer. He has a herd of the rally. Following the example of
icipal traffic ordinance* it will con registered Jerseys. Peterboro is quite Charlie
Small, he held Belfast to 1 te?m ln hlttlnB A good hoy. that.
Loftus was the batting star of the
fer a boon upon a situation which
cow town for here in a handsome one hit, but the situation was very game, with a double and two singles
has assumed large and difficult pro building is quartered the Guernsey critical in the seventh and ninth inn to his credit. Gray's triple was a
ings, in each of which there were sample of the fruit for which Geor
portions. The study by the commit Club of America. It sends out fifty
Small and large head
Colors: Tan, Rose, Green
mall-bags, daily. Bass lives in a three Belfast men on the base paths.
tee deals with motor vehicle move brick house, quite city-like, Old A snappy double play by Mereweth gia is famous. Gray must also be
credited with a fine exhibition of
Blue and Black
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ment and regulation, pedestrian fa Orchard Farm, two miles out to the er, Cole and Wotton saved the day boxwork under most discouraging
in
the
seventh.
southeast.
The
house
sits
on
a
side
cilities and regulation, traffic signs,
circumstances.
The* situation was a ticklish one
Delaney, the new man, proved his
signals and markings, parking, ter hill with a fine view of Monadnock to
the northwest.
Above lives his for both teams, almost from the worth at bat and in the field.
minals. garages, public motor ve mother. She has given a handsome start, and the spectators were con
The score:
hicles, street cars, emergency ve building to the town and, unlike stantly on edge.
I
Camden
Rockland
practically
won
the
hicles and traffic ordinances and en some gifts unloaded on Harvard, it
game in the third inning when Bel
ah r bh tb po a
forcement in general. Forty indus is endowed with a fund sufficient to fast threw all three of her pitchers
1 Wooles, ss ___ _ 4 1112 7
carry it. Mr. Bass married EcHth,
trial groups are participating in the the talented daughter of Charles into the breach.
In this inning | Jones, 2b ........... 5 0 1 1 10 2
and
Walsh
made Macklay, cf .
work to secure a universal traffic Sumner Bird. She has pulled her Merewether
4 2 12 10
3 1110 4
code to apply to the Nation. One of weight in the Bass boat. While the doubles and Loftus, Byrne and Wot- McMahon. 3b
'ton
singled.
Pat
French's
sacrifice
I
Lee.
If
4 11110
the benefits of such a system, if it family spends most of its winters in was also an important factor in the ■ Martin, lb
3 2 1 2 9 1
Peterboro, they sometimes have gone
can be made general, will be the dis to Concord.
onslaught.
4 1112 0
1 Ogier, rf .......
The Boston Yacht Club's visit to
William S. Bishop has sold his resoutside fringe, writes Grantland
Merewether was thp individual Chamarde. c
4 0 3 3 1 0
carding of many local regulations
....
Camden will probably be made on | idence on North Main street to Dr.
Rice, sporting authority.
star
handling
all
of
his
eight
chances
4 0 110 3
Klosek, p .....
■which are a nuisance to motorists.
Friday instead of Thursday as fog H. V. Tweedie wfio will occupy it in
The Yankees have the old mark of
Bass is essentially wholesome. He like the professional that he is
As a rule regulations of thig kind are is the first citizen of the town. At and turned in a couple of two-bag- I
has set the cruise back one day.
j a few; weeks.
107 victories, which the Red Sox set
35 8 11 13 27 16
in 1912, and the Cubs’ mark of 116
enforced
upon
communities
by the Fourth of July meeting he read gers. The whole infield was playing
Rockland
victories in 1906 to shoot at. They
STRAND THEATRE
strong-minded citizens who are apt the Declaration of 'Independence, high class ball as a matter of fact.
ah r bh tb po a
while his children turned their backs Wotton's one error costing nothing, i
.—£'a1 the Sign of ..
may not break either. But they
to have more
prejudices
than to him and faced the village band.
A man was shot and killed, his
Merewether
2b
5
0
112
2
I North National Bank
Another star was E. Small, the Bel
won't be far away from the Red body had disappeared. Later that
Walsh, 3b ........ 5 0 112 0
knowledge concerning highway traf They had heard father before. This fast second baseman.
Sox mark and they will smash all night the body of his friend was
Loftus, rf .......... 5
1 3 4
0 0
The score:
fic.
The universal code will be Declaration has been his political
long-distance-hitting records ever found in a well. The Coroner's in
Byrne, c ............ 5 0 0 0
6 1
known.
Rockland
hailed with joy by communities and creed. No machine hafc ever been
quest had begun. When the exam
Delaney,
If
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3
2
2
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associated with his name in politics.
The home run battle between Ruth iner came to Investigate, he found
ab r bh tb po
French, cf ........ 411120
motorists alike.
He has been the whole of his cam
and
Gehrig
should
provide
more
another body in the plaqe of the one
Wotton, lb ...... 4
0 0 0
8 0
paigns. He is essentially politically Mahar, If, rf ...
long-distance drama than any sea that was originally in the place by
Cole, ss ............. 4 0 0 0
0 4
Merewether 2b
Don’t put off the canvasser with a independent. He v ears his own col Loftus, p If ...
son
ever
shown
since
Pon
Anson
was
the well. Then—If you want thrills,
Aube, p ............ 0 0 0 0 0 1
lar and bought in the town. He is
a recruit and Ring Ke'ly was a , see "Finger Prints," today.
Gray, p ............ 4 0 2 4
0 1
one-dollar subscription.
Bear in the first representative of the agri Byrne, c ..........
Pusher.
Ramon Novarro, star of "ScaraFrench, cf ......
mind that if the eight beneficiaries culturalists of the State, for they Walsh. 3b ......
Pittsburg and St. Louis .are the mouche,” and "Ben Hur" comes
39 4 10 13*23 9 2
recognize that he is a real farmer.
two
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in
the
older
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Wednesday
and
Thursday
in
• Jones out for attempted bunt on
1 12.
of the Community Chest were to be He is a man who easily blends with Wotton, lb ....
but any one who underrates the Cub i "Lovers." He plays a young Span2 4
third strike.
Cole, ss ............
laid before you In eight separate all sorts of people. He is unpre Gray, rf, p ......
Camden
50110010 x—8 team, with McCarthy crowding them ! lard of the modern day—in the
0 0
tentious. (He is that sort that one is
j Spain that exists today, In a vivid
. Rockland
00010210 0—4 along, is comical ln the cupaii.
drives you would give something to tempted to approach and talk to
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This institution invites your
Two-base hits, Macklay. Martin.
, adaptation of Charles F. Nirdljnger’s
31 6 9 14 27 15 2
each of them.
Make your single whether you know him or not. He is
Poll, who played a few games I famous play, hinging on the perils
i Loftus.
Three-base
hit,
Gray:
Belfast
very loyal to the town and its peo
account
bases on balls, off Aube 3. Struck with Rockland last season, is now i of scandal to society. Miss Terry.
contrlbuiton measure up to that sit
ab r bh tb po a e I out, by Aube 1, by Gray 5, by Klos pitching for Harrisburg in the New I heroine of "Mare Nostrum" and "The
ple. Of such is Bass.
3
1
Cogan.
ss
........
4
uation.
ek 1.
Hit by pitcher, Macklay. York-Pennsylvania
League,
and | Magician." and who played with him
0 ' Sacrifice hit, Macklay. Double plays winning most of his games. Don ; in "Sraramouche” and others some
Campbell, If .... 4 0
It Is Farragut Square in Washing
0
E.
Small,
2b
....
5
1
Mr. Lasky’s announcement of a ton, close to H street. Nearby is
Cole,
Merewether and
Wotton; Brennan who was also with Rock years ago, plays the heroine, and
0 I
Kenyon, c ........ 4 1
Wooles, Jones and Martin. Umpires, land for a while, is with the* Newark ' Edward Martindel, Edward Connel
campaign of economy in the motion the apartment house, the Roeham- Paicment, 3b .. 5 0
0 I
4 Per Cent Interest Paid on Savings Account!
McDonough ^nd Stanwood. Scorer, team ln the International League.
ly, George K. Arthur, John Miljan.
picture industry is not without in beau, where General Miles lived McGowan, lb .. 2 0
1 15
0 I Winslow.
and others of note are in the cast
when he died. He was a usual sight C. Small, cf, p
0 0
4 0
0 I
terest, If we are to credit the tales at the Army-Navy Club. At the
The story was directed by John M.
AT PORT WILLIAMS
5 1
0 I
Stahl. A dramatic duel scene, and
Major League Pennants
that are told—often, we suspect, with southwest corner stands the house Donovan rf, cf
0
Gillespie, p. rf
2 0
a gripping plot surrounding the
The American League pennant race
little basis of truth—of the fabulous where Senator Brandegee met his Flinn, p, rf ..... 1 0
Sunday was observed as visitor's menace of gossip and its destructive
0
has settled down to a matter of see day at the camp, and from morning
salaries paid to movie stars. A se tragic death, now made into stores
tearing down of the foundations of
and apartments. At the north cor
34 4 10 14 27 16 3 ing how many records the Yankees until night hundreds of relatives and human souls, mark the new drama.
rious situation has arisen. Mr. Lasky ner Is the once magnificent house
11400000
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will
make
or
break,
and
a
threefriends
of
the
guardsmen
visited
the
It was staged on an elaborate scale
declares, the facts of which might built by .William Draper, when he Rockland
11001100 1__ 5 I cornered National League argument camp and witnessed the escort and
Belfast
at the Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer stu
as well be faced. These are that the was ln Congress. It was the first
Merewether
2,
Byrne
among
the
Pirates,
Cardinals
and
parade
at
5
o
’
clock.
Two
baseball
Two-hase hits,
dios. The play aroused great inter
net income from pictures is not suf house in Washington to have a ball 'Walsh, Cole, Cogan, Pa lenient, E. .Cubs, with the Giants still on the games, together with concerts hy the est on the stage in New York, and
room. Nearby is the Vice President
240th
■Coajit
Artillery
Band
in
’
he
ficient because costs have mounted Fairbanks house and he was no
its adaptation to the screen under
afternoon and evening were the prin the man who directed "The Gay De
too high. "The industry as a whole slouch of an entertainer. Adjoining
SPRUCE, HE FEEDS ’EM
cipal features.
ceiver," “Memory Lane" and other
• • • •
lias been spending too much for Is the house, a woman's ■ club, the
famous features Is one of the inter
Washington
Club,
where
the
Massa

Excellent marksmanship by several esting events of the dramatic seawhat it has been getting, and as far
chusetts Society came very near
batteries of the 240th Coast Artil son.—adv.
‘
as Paramount is concerned, we can
hearing a comparison of Coolidge Noted Caterer Engaged To Handle the Mystic Shrine Field lery, Maine National Guard, featured
go on this way no longer.” Our ad and Borah, when the meeting was
the first day of service target prac
Day At Oakland Park.
EMPIRE THEATRE
vice has not been sought and we precipitously adjourned. When the
tice on the 10 and 12-inch guns at
Today will he your last opportun
latter
is
President,
a
tablet
might
well
Fort Williams yesterday.
dare say is not likely to be, hut we
ity to set* Milton Sills ln "Framed.”
mark the latter spot. It may well be
• • • •
venture to hope that a campaign of
When the Mystic Shriners hold will be a chicken banquet for the
"Wanted A Coward" featuring
a handsome one. for there is plenty
Many direct hits were scored and
economy is not going to result in a of time for its preparation. On the their field day at Oakland Park July Nobles at Masonic Temple and in the at the conclusion of the days’ firing Lillian Rich and Robert Fraialer, Is
letting down in quality of some of southwest corner is the Army-Navy 27 the Nobles will not have to worry Methodist and Universalist vestries. Col. Fogg declared the shooting the feature picture for Wednesday
The supper will be furnished hy lo
the picture's "passed by the censor' Club.
ranked among the best ever turned and Thursday. The story revolves
about the comfort of the inner man cal committees.
about Rupert Garland's efforts to
«
»
♦
♦
in
by the outfit.
at a moment when, we are persuad
prove himself a coward—Garland,
for Ernest E. Spruce of Old Town
On the occasion of the big St.
At Battery Blair, a 12-inch gun. despite his membership in the Ad
It was seven in the evening in will be there to take care of it.
ed, he must have been walking rap
John’s Day gathering in Bangor two
Farragut Square. A man sat in a
Lest there are some who may years ago 'Mr. Spruce employed 128 Batteries E of Camden and H of venturers’ Club and his long record
Idly.
window of the Army-Navy Club. It never have heard of Mr. Spruce let It assistants, the dinners being served Bath, shot at the target at a range for heroism, believing that all men
had been a hot day in June. Nature
of 13,060 yards, scoring excellent re are essentially cowards. He wagers
The Courier-Gazette is confident and men were weary. The man was be said that he is a professional on wooden trays, cafeteria style. He sults in their work. Other batteries
with a fellow-member of the Club—
caterer, with a specialty for handling will bring about 30 assistants to Oak
firing from Battery Suliivan, 10-incb and the result of the wager consti
It voices the general desire of a large looking at a woman who sat on a big crowds. His greatest stunt in
land Park.
community of which Rockland is the bench in the park close to the statue that line was in 'Bangor two years
In the cooking of the clams and guns, during the day were Batteries tutes a film of delightful sequences.
center, when it expresses the wish of Farragut. This statue is not a ago when he provided dinner f r lobsters Mr. Spruce makes use of a F of Thomaston and G of Rockland, Not tlie least thrilling scene is that
work of art. no more so than that to i
while Battery DeHart‘was manned in which Frazer, as Garland, leaps
that the story of the Bureau of the a chief of a fire department, stand- | 4800 persons and supper for 3500 per ground trench, about 12 feet long, hy Butteries B of Sanford and C of from an airplane in a paraehhte.
Look in our Southern Window and
sons on 'St. John's Day. Because of two feet wide and two feet deep.
Budget as told by General Lord ing in a New England cemetery, not
The other feature Is Toni Tyler In
the reputation he then made he was The clams and lobsters are boiled in Brunswick.
set
the Latest Innovation in Lamps.
"Our
Gang.
”
—
adv.
The man was wrapt in :
might be heard here in a public hall. named.
Today the regiment will face its
' selected by the Gardiner Command- a 50-gailon galvanized iron con
We suggest a hall for the purpose, study. The woman was also wrapt : ery to take care of the St. Johu’s Day tainer. And if food cooked in this hardest task since becoming a Na
JIMMY EVANS REVUE
in thought. She was an army to
Rsfreehingly New are the Water
in order that a larger number of our herself. She was alone and wanted celebration in that city this year. manner doesn’t appeal to a man's tional Guard unit, when it will tire
Jimmie Evans’ Musical Revue was
the long range guns of Batteries
Glass
Electrics, colored as desired.
people might enjoy the story than to be alone. Perhaps she had stolen On this occasion he fed 1700 at noon appetite he had better lose no time
Bowdoin and Foote at Fort Leavitt, presented at Hark Theatre yester
in consulting a doctor.
and 1100 at night.
day by a company of 25 talented per
would be possible were It copflned to away from the cl res of the day. | Doesn't look as though time would
Beautiful
combinations.
When the Blake yacht Aria used Cushing's Island. This is the (Is! formers. with a chorus of 14 of the
a narrower circle. We are given to She was out to find courage, perhaps. ' hang very heavily on his hands this to steam into IPenohscot Bay tlie time
these
batteries,
completed
snappiest and prettiest chorines on
Who knows?
Worse, who cares? ,
understand that General Lord's ser So she sat until the shadows of the month for tomorrow he caters to happy look worn by its passengers shortly after the World War. have the American stage today. These
See tho attractive Square Base
been
in
action
other
than
for
the
re

2000
at
the
150th
anniversary
of
the
was
due
in
part
to
the
fact
that
the
young ladies will offer some of the
vices would he available for such evening had covered her .and the
Parchments,
novel yet serviceable
town cf Fryeburg; Saturday for Aria’s chef was Mr. Spruce. He was quired proof firing.
newest and very latest novelty danc
an occasion, at some time during his man saw her no more. People burFreese's 200 clerks In Bangor: then also steward for seven seasons at
Incidentally
the
240th
Coast
Artil

and
ideal
for
porch
use—in co'.ora.
es of the day. Jimmy Evans (him
summer vacation here. This story I rl*">
her, some away from work.
,
,
_
,, . ’others toward pleasure. She did not a shore dinner for the Masonic Club, The Weirs Hotel on LakeWlnnepe- lery. Maine's oldest National Guard self) the ever smiling (Jimmie) will
of the Budget le las jeen ca e see them. They did not see her. A 600 strong, served in Searsport:
t j « « July saukee. One doesn't hold positions outfit, also has the distinction of be lie aided hy that young popular Jew
Silks and Brasses
upon to deliver in every part of the ' yO„ng nian and WOman were bound ' 27- 600 8hrlners at Oakland IPark'and like those without learning the fine ing the first National Guard organ! ish comedian, Micky Flynn.
These two comedians will offer all
country before legislative bodies, 1 doubtless to the movies, laughing. A H'lally a banquet for 400 RoUrlans points about food preparation, and zation in the country to be given an
that Mr. Spruce is a star is proven opportunity at long range firing, an brand new comedy scenes, the same
"
’’
, „„mmpr(.p P,P „npaU. I woman was.pushing a baby carriage, atWashburn In Aroostook County.
Call and ses this delightful line
chambers of commerce, etc., speak t........ , _
p-„„uI The menu at Oakland Park. Ju y by the big assignments he gets.
honor which but few regular army will be modern and up to the time
for she sat hy the heat*-n path. Each 1
Ing upon the subject during the past human being who passed iter was of 21, will consist of steamed clams,
He opened the present season with units have been accorded, and the humor, and specially written for
year. If we are correctly informed. all-absorbing interest to himself and plain lobster, potato chips, mixed a Rotary banquet in Bangor early in work of the regiment in handling Jimmie Evans farewell presenta
more than one hundred and fifty had hardly a glance for her. It’s sweet pickles, cold boiled Scotch ham, May, and has been hard at it ever these big guns and working out the tions for this season.
Tlie feature picture for today Is
difficult problem that confronts them
pretty much the way and perhaps Parker House rolls, pilot bread, since.
times. Surely his old home town
He instead of timber might well is being watched with the keenest Johnny Walker ln “The Clown."
. tlie best way, for, if sympathy should doughnuts, cheese and coffee. And
ought to have the pleasure of hear- bear down to0 hard, perhaps men while on the subject of the Shriners’ have been the subject of Holman of interest by high army officials The program will be changed again
Wednesday.—adv.
*■
field day it may he stated that there Day's popular novel "King Spruce,' gathered at Fort Williams.
ing U.
would break under the burden.

CUTLER-COOK CO.

WHITE

BOTANY

FLANNEL SUITS

FLANNEL DRESSES FLANNEL JACKETS
(Botany) ,
$8.50

FLANNEL SKIRTS

$15.00

$5.75

$5.75

KASHA SKIRTS

KASHA COATS

$3.95

$15.00

$2.75 to $7.50

$2.98

Special!

WHITE
FLANNEL COATS
$15.00

BATHING SUITS

WHITE FELT HATS

KASHA SUITS
$12.50

Beautiful

Special Rack

Wash Silk Dresses

WASH DRESSES

SILK SKIRTS

$15.00

$3.95

$2.98

Everything in Ladies’
and Hisses’
Ready-to-Wear

FELT HATS

$1.98

Rockland’s Specialty Shop

Mail Orders Filled

346 Main Street

Telephone 288

No National Bank
Has Ever Failed
in Maine

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Something New in

LAMPS

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
,
|

COMING NEIGHBORING EVENTS

July 17—Excursion to Old Orchard.
July 211—Recital by Misses Adelaide Cross
!
and Marion Marsh at Universalist Church.
July 21)—Midsummer fair at M. K. Church. j
July 20—Annual fair of Littlefield Memorial
Church.
July IS—'Thomaston, Watts hall. Knox Me
morial public meeting with noted stieakers.
Aug. 1—Universalist fancy work sale at
H P. W. room.
Aug. H Concert benefit, proposed Com
munity Club House.

F. A. Kimball has sold one of his
four islands to New York parties.
John W. Small lias bought a house
lot on Franklin street from Mrs.
Jennie Stewart.
1
Mrs. N. J. Cole of Brewer is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. II. G. Cole at the Bick
nell Apartments.

jl

.

Tomorrow sees at Crescent Beach
the Father and Daughter outing of
the four Rotaiy Clubs—Belfast,
Camden, Damariscotta and Rockland
—each club member being expected
to present himself accompanied by
one of the gentler sex of juvenile
characteristics. Tlie hours are 10.3(1
to 4.30 and there will be games und
sports, luncheon and a good time
generally.

BATH or FLESH

BRUSHES

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh received
so many letters and telegrams of
congratulation that it was physically
impossible to reply .to the same.
At his request the St. Louis Chamber
of Commerce is handling the task.
Among those whi have received
reply is Miss Faith Ulmer (Miss
Rockland) of 59 Willow street. On
the reverse side of the postcard is a
picture of Col. Lindbergh and his
airship “Spirit of Ft. Louis."

$2.50 value
Genuine B. V. D.

78‘

Kirk’s
Orchestra

/&OM6\v

TONIGHT
Tax!
Service
Kittredge's
Drug
Store

AND

*

THE SEATTLE COMES TODAY
The U. S. S. Seattle, having on
board Admiral Charles F. Hughes,
commander-ln-chlef of the United
States fleet, is due here this forenoon
for a three-days’ stay, in the course
of which the officers and men will
be entertained by the American Le
gion and the officers will be gue-sts
at the Samoset.
The plans7 are, of course, tentative
until the committee has a chance to
consult with the officers and see
what their desires may be. It is
hoped to have a concert by the U.
S. S. Seattle bdnd in Post Office
Square tonight from 8 to 9. Wed
nesday afternoon the plan Is for a
ball game between the Seattle team
and locals at Community Park.
There will be no admission price ex
cept tlie small fee "for the grand-

stand. Wednesday evening the Ad
miral and staff will be guests at a
dinner and dance given by the man
agement of the Samosc4 Hotel.
Thursday evening there will be a
dance for the officers and enlisted
men at The. Arcade. The Samoset
and Country Club golf links will be
at the officers' disposal.
It should be understood that this
program is subject to change.
The- Seattle is 502 feet long with a
beam of 73 feet and her displacement
is 14,500 tons. Her normal crew is
34 officers and 856 enlisted men.
Since her assignment as flagship of
the United States fleet she has with
Admiral Hughes and officers of his
staff, musicians and other enlisted
men, a total personnel of more than
one thousand. The commanding of
ficer of the Seattle Is Capt. C. S.
Freeman and her executive officer is
Commander R. B. Coffman.

There continues to be a misunder
standing or rather a failure to
understand which side of the high
way a pedestrian is to use. And yet it
is very easy to understand if a per
son hut uses his good common
sense. The Pathfinder says: Many
organizations Interested in standard
izing traffic regulations, such as the
American Automobile Association,
recommend that pedestrians keep to
the left of on-coming traffic on high
ways and country roads when there
are no sidewalks or paths. In other
words, a person walking should keep
to the opiHjsite.side of the road from
vehicles going ln the same direction.
This, it Is argued. Is safer for the
pedestrian, because It Is easier for
him to keep his eye on the vehicles
coming towards him. There is, how
ever, much difference in opinion and
practice.

The addresses of Mrs. Carl Gray of
Omaha and Cushing at the First
Baptist Church Sunday morning and
evening consisted, as on former oc
casions, of a presentation of certain
phases of the Bible, of which book
she enjoys countrywide reputation as
a profound student. She prefaced
her remarks by reading from the
May and June issues of the maga
zine. World's Work, extracts from
articles dealing with the organized
ranks of atheism, which in colleges
and high schools of the country are
carrying on an aggressive campaign
for the overthrow of Christianity, the
seriousness of which she urged her
listeners not to make the mistake of
underestimating. Against these as
saults of the adversary she mar
shalled the prophecies and history of
holy writ and with brilliancy of in
sight and conclusion foretold Ihe
ultimate overthrow of “the four A’s"
—the
American
Association
of
Avowed Atheists. Mrs. Gray's lec
ture of the evening held her audi
ence until after 9 o’clock and was
followed by a second meeting, many
| remaining to listen to her eontinua: tion of a fascinating subject.

Steak, lb. 29c|1
MOXIE

Smoked, Lean
Per Pound 59c

Large Bottle
Contents 17c

FANCY PEAS
Best Brand
Per Can 15c

|

While It Lasts

|

M

1I
i
|1

JELL-0
Any Flavor
3 Pkgs. 25c

The horse racing event at Knox
I Trotting Park Aug. 10 promises to be
I of statewide in'erest.
The local
horse Wien are buying up some new
steppers and entries are coming in
from all over the fctate.

McLain Shoe Store
At the Brook

Rockland, Me.

Look for the

WALKOVER SIGN
0 • 4 4

Children’s Play Oxfords

all sizes

$1.35, $1.50, $1.75
Good Quality
4 4*4

W heataL,

For the whole family,

NATURE’S FOOD

either Gum Rubber or

Contains all elements necessary to life. Wheatal is so supremely balanced that alone it
will completely sustain a person in health and strength.

Crepe Soles; brown and

IT IS WORTH A TRIAL-2 CANS 25c
WORTH WHILE NOTES.

Steak Salmon, can................................ 15c
Pineapple, broken slices, can..............19c
Sun-kist Peaches, can.......................... 29c
Stringless Beans, 2 for........................ 25c
Ripe Tomatoes, 2 for......................... 25c
Hulled Com, can..................................25c
Tuna Fish, light meat, 2 for............... 35c
Fish Flakes, 3 for................................. 25c

MACKEREL
ALMOST ANY SIZE, LB. 9c
This price is subject to market change

BRYANT’S BRAN FLOUR
The Best for Muffins, Waffles and
Griddle Cakes, 18c pkg.

SEEDED RAISINS
New Pack—2 Pkgs. 19c

Attention is called to our Heinz offer,
details of which you will receive by mail
in the near future.

Perry’s

Leather
Palm
Gloves

Men’s
Cotton
Hose

Men’s
Fine Balbriggan
Shirts or Drawers
48c

OLD POTATOES
Good, Firm—39c Peck

Foodland

SNEAKERS

white
4 4 4 $

SPECIAL!
For a few days

Men’s Light Tan Oxfords

$3.98
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
All styles in Parchment,

Rose Blush and Gray
shades, greatly reduced in

price
4 • • 4

Watch Our Windows
•• ••
Many styles carried

AAA to D

Men’s English
Broadcloth Athletic

UNIONSUITS
89c

48c

Boston

7c

19c

Boys’ Bell Blouses
Fine patterns and colors.
All sizes. Regular dollar
value.

$29.50

98c

Beits
Nickeled
Buckle

15c

The newest weaves and patterns.
Unquestioned Tailoring Style Value

Boys’ Khaki Pants

Rubber

Garters

Suits

Black or Tan

19c

Boys’
Athletic or Ribbed
UNIONSUITS

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Strong, rugged and dur
able. The kind that wear.

Pound, 43c
BOILED HAM

$1.15

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

> FINEST CREAMERY

Big Value
3 Pkgs. 25c

each

Stimulates circulation
Refreshing and invigorating

- TUB BUTTER CORN STARCH I|Por k

UNIONSUITS

While they last

Louis Cates is having his annual
Saturday being Flower Mission
vacation from the office of the Vinal
Day ladies of the W. C. T. U. met al
haven & Rockland S. S. Co,
the First Baptist Church to do their
Capt. Charles A. Magee, inspector part towards the making of bou
of customs, is confined to his home quets to be taken to the State Prism-,
county jail, almshouse and the sick
nursing an infection of the foot.
and shut-ins. There was a generous
,William Dean of tlie Central response to the request for flowers
Maine Power Co.'s staff is proudly and thanks are due all those who
wearing one of the concern's 30-year contributed, especially so the Silshy
and Clark greenhouses. Also to
buttons.
Rev. J. L. Corson who kindly do
"That little ad in The Courier- nated his services and car in deliv
Gazette sold my two horses imme ering the flowers. Between 175 and
diately," telephones Mrs. Arthur B. 200 bouquets were made and de
Rockett, "so you may take it out.” livered.
Lester J. Sproul was again before
Plans were completed for the
Judge Miller yesterday on the charge Hewett’s Island outing at yesterday’s
of reckless driving.
He appealed meeting of the Forty Club. The boys
from the sentence of 20 days in jail. will sail In one of H. W. Look's lob
ster smacks from Snow’s wharf at
Maynard Leach is new' head of the 9 a. m. Sunday. The picnic will be
freight department in Camden, suc
an old-fashtoned lobster and clam
ceeding Ralph fl. Trim, whose re bake with M. P. Trainer catering.
cent resignation was announced in The return will be made tn the Ate
this paper.
afternoon. William D. Talbot went
through the club's graduation serv
The 429 gallons of alcohol seized
ice, becoming a retired member and
from the Lilia May by the Coast Pa
receiving the Forty Club Inscribed
trol last spring was sewerized by
cane He expressed his very keen
U. S. Marshal Harriman and Deputy appreciation of the club amid rous
Collector Thorndike yesterday.
ing applause.
Edward R. Veazie,
general chairman of the Community
Captain Fred L. Cheyne of the
Chest, was the speaker and outlined
Central Fire Station force is having
the activities of the week.
a fortnight's vacation, during which
Myron Drinkwater will substitute.
A very satisfactory crowd was on
O. B. Brown is back with the boys,
hand at the openin? session of Com
with vacation period expired.
munity Chest last night at Temple
The five-masted schooner Mary hall. President J. M. Richardson
Diehold, which grounded in Rockland dispensed with the usual formalities
harbor Saturday afternoon
was and long inspirational speeches, con
docked hy the Snot” Marine Co. next sidering that the Community Chest
day. The big craft attracted con idea was already sold to Rockland,
siderable attention with her list to and the meeting proceeded to the
business In hand to such good effect
port.
that organization was perfected and
Summer school at Bates College adjournment made before 8.30. Tlie
is being attended hy 204 students, actual canvassing is now underway
among whom are the following from and the first noonday luncheon will
this section: Sara J. Bunker, Vinal be held today ln Temple hall with
haven: Beta M. Calderwood, Rock succeeding luncheons on Wednesday,
land; Marion If. Norton, Rockland: Thursday and Friday unless the goal
Maynard C. Waltz, IWarren; and of $16,000 be attained in the mean
time.
" Flota P. Voting. Lincolnville.

The store where you get your money’s worth. Absolute Satisfaction and an iron-clad guarantee with ever;
piece of merchandise purchased. Here you find only standard goods backed up by the reputation of the larg
est manufacturers in the country.

69c

LADIES’ FELT SLIPPERS

BOYS’ SWEATERS

All wool; the newest fancy colorings and combina AU wool felt; chrome leather sole; ribbon trimmed
All colors. All sizes.
tions. These are slightly damaged.

49c

$1.59

Children’s Wash Suits

Men’s Work Shoes

Men’s and Young Men’s

Solid Leather

$1.98
Men’s Work Moccasins

$2.98
$6.00 values

59c
Men’s or Boys’ Tennis

All wool. Expertly tailored. Single and Double
breasted models. Conservative and young men’s
models.

$3.00 values

$1.59

Children’s Coveralls
Blue or Khaki

Suits

Men’s Quality Oxfords

Hood Work Shoes

89c

2 Pant

Neolin Sole and heel

$3.85

Many styles

‘

Boys’ Fancy Golf Hose

48c

$19.50

MEN’S MOCCASINS
For Comfort
For Service

98c up

LADIES’ MOCCASINS
For Comfort
For Service'

421 MAIN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK. NEXT DOOR TO NORTH NATIONAL BANK
STILL AT LARGE
Pursuit of the escaped convict,
George Eithier, who scaled the
prison wall last Friday morning, had
been unavailing when this paper
went to press this forenoon. The
scent followed by the dogs led them
to the vicinity of Ragged Mountain
and Mt. Pleasant. Summer cot
tagers at Hosmer’s Pond reported to
the prison authorities yesterday that
they saw a strange acting man Sun
day who disappeared quickly into the
woods when he found himself ob
served. The chase is directed by
Warden Buker and* Inspector Watts
of the State Highway police. It will
continue until the last hope of cap
turing the convict is gone.

zNoW
into an<l under places
where you used to
. clean by hand

X

How do you now clean the corners? And
under the radiators? By hand, with a broom
or dust brush-—-because you haven't a
cleaner which does this work?
With the Koval you can do more of your
cleaning and even polish the floors—tha
easy way. You vacuum your rugs thoroughly
... and then you go right on and clean your
hardwood floors, even the hurd-io-rcach
places, hy vacuum.

The little old shoe lying on the
desk of the old shoe editor was
placed there by Col. Milton H.
French of Thomaston, who discov
ered it forty-odd years ago in the
stock of an ancient dealer. It i« a
child’s shoe, made in 1811 for Henry
B. May, a Boston dealer whose card
is pasted on the inside of it. Hand
made and wooden pegged and as
well-appearing as when it came into
being 11C years ago.

Naturally you’re looking for all the housecleaning help you can get. Ask for a
demonstration of the Royal which does
more of tlie work. You’ll he amazed to see
how much more it does than you expect.
Just drop in today, or telephone.

BORN
Gerhdi-Rockland. July 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold (lerrish, a son—Vernon Milton.
Graves—Rockland, July 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Martin S. Graves, a son- Albert Clinton.
Stetson Rockland, at
Britt Maternity
Home. July 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Karl A.
Stetson of Thomaston, a son—Iieonard Claytort
Haskell Rockland, at Knox Hospital, July
11. to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Haskell, a
daughter—Betty Arlene.
Glendenning—Rockland. July 10, to (Mr.
and Mrs. WiMiam H. Glendenning, Jr., a
daughter—Beverly Ann.

The NEW

ROYAL

MARRIED

ELECTRIC CLEANER and POLISHER

Flynn-Doherty—Roxbury, Mass., July 11,
at. Mission Church, by Rev. Fr. Quinn.
,losei>h Flynn of Roxbury, and 'Miss EJla
Doherty, formerly of Rockland
Hunter-Barrows-• Rockport, July 11, by
Rev. (). W. fituant, Francis L. Hunter of
Rockland and Faroline S. Barrows of Rock
port.

DIED
Hinckley Thomaston, July 10, Sadie S.
Hinckley, aged 65 vears, 8 months, 12 days.
'Murphy- Rockland, July 9, Rebecca E.
Murphy of Camden, aged 69 years, 2 months,
I day. Burial Tuesday at Tenant’s Harbor.
Bowes I’nion, July S, Helen G., wife of
Herbert M. Bowes, aged 54 years, 4 months,
26 days.

n

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend thanks to our neighbors
and friends for the many acts of kindness
extended to us during the long Illness and
dealh of our dear father; also for the beau
tiful flowers sent for the funeral.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Kinney.
Bt. George.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our friends for their
kindness during the iljness and death of our
mother, es|»eclally Dr. Brown, and for the
floral offerings.
Charles G. Stetson, Nina S. Stetson.
Chester B. Mason.
•

CV

LET’S GO!

A. T. THURSTON

See Page Six

V. P. H.

444 Main Street, Rockland.

Call 648 for demonstration.

moi

76-T-S-tf

t

Every-Othsr-Day 1
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TENANT'S HARBOR
Mrs. Inez M. laiwrie, House Moth
er at Thayer Hall. Coburn Institute,
and daughter Theresa, a teacher In
the Waterville schools. Miss Frances
Butler, home economics teacher at
Coburn and Anthony Peters a Har
vard medical student, were guests of
Mrs. Elmer E. Allen recently.
Mrs. Feme Rice and son Jtichard
and Mrs. Robert Phinney have ar
rived at Mrs. R. R. Pierson's for the
summer.
Colby B. Kalloch of the b. M.
Steele Construction Co. of Jersey
City, accompanied by his wife, was
at H. F. Kalloch’s last week.
Mrs. C. E. Freeman has several
summer boarders.
Charles Wilson is a guest at the
Wan-e-set.
A. A. Morrison and daughter
Beulah were holiday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Allen. Mr. Morrison
returned to Portland Monday night.
Miss Beulah will,remain in town for
the month of July.
Mrs. S. 8. Archer entertained her
brother and family and several other
relatives over the holiday.
(CHASSIS PRICES F. O. B. DETROIT)
Miss Fannie B. Long is at home
from New York for the summer.
Mrs. Elmer Allen and son Henry,
Miss Bbuiah Morrison and Miss Beu
lah Richards motored to ’Waterville
Sunday.
A large congregation attended
church
Sunday
morning.
Mrs
Norma Hawkins presided at the
p ane during the service and Mr.
Gilbert Auld led the singing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins vis
ited relatives in Westbrook over the
Fourth.
Joseph Simmons and John Morris
are building a garage at Elmore
for Ira Hart.
Lincoln Monaghan and family and
Mr. Cose of Braintree, Mass., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Mona
ghan.
Mrs. Willis Wilson is entertaining
guests at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins
have returned home from Portland
where they have been visiting rela
tives.
Henry Allen is running a public
car and will meet boats and trains
or go any where at any time.
William Pratt, Jr. stuck a sharp
rock into his hand Friday and he will
be unable to work for a few days.
Wan-e-set Inn has several guests.
Miss Elizabeth Wheeler has gone
to Massachusetts to be the guest for
two weeks of her aunt. Mrs. Carrie
Hobert.
C. E. 'Wheeler is giving his store
a new coat of paint.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley motored
to Rockland Saturday.
E. O. B. Studley of Rockland was
a caller in town last week.
Movies at Odd Fellows hall Mon
day and Friday nights.
Albert Jacobson is working in
Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank McNiel had
as guests over the weekend and hol
iday relatives from Bangor and
South Warren.
Mrs. Feme Rice and son Richard
and Mrs. Josephine Phinney are
guests for the summer of Mrs. Ricels
parents, Capt. and Mrs. R. R. Pier
son.
Mrs. Mary Long Taylor is ir
Cal in his talk before the doctors years. Oh, well, of course, that be- third term. Pretty smart of Cal.— Massachusetts, attending the sum
pointed to the fact that the aver- ing the case. Cal, the precedent set Chicago Tribune.
mer school session at Harvard Col
lege.
age working life of the English- by Mr. G. Washington is out of
--------------------speaking man has been doubled , date, and there isn't the slightest
The microphone is mightier than
Miss Leola Pierson has returned
practically
within the last fifty , reason why you shouldn’t have a the megaphone.—Milwaukee Journal. from a visit with her sister, Mrs
Russell Tabbutt of Kittery.
Mrs. Mary J. Hart of Worcester.
Mass., has arrived at her summer
home "The Hartez."
Mrs. Albert Smith, and sons James
and Lermond. and daughter Arlen%
of West Somerville,
Mass., are
guests for the summer of Mrs.
Smith's mother, Mrs. Emma Torrey.

Z-Ton-*1445

GRAHAM BROTHERS
TRUCKS
These sturdy trucks are pow

ered by the New Engine—

the finest ever built into a

Graham Brothers Truck.

Only great volume production

makes possible such low prices.

More power .. . More speed

... Less fuel... See them!

%-Ton 1-Ton P/i-Ton 2-Ton

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc,
54 Park Street, Rockland, Maine
Telephone 124

NEVER
LIKE

WALDOBORO

COME IN AND SEE
Now Only

_

$
TWO-DOOR ■ SEDAN BUMPERS
F* O. B. LANSING

Four-Wheel Brakes ... Body by Fisher ... 40
H. P. L-Head Six-Cylinder Engine .. . Crank
case Ventilation . . . Dual Air Cleaning . . «
Oil Filter . . . Only 3 to 4 oil changes a year.
Harmonic Balancer
Two-Way Cooling
Three- Way Pressure
Lubrication
Honed Cylinders
H’gh-Velocity, Hot-Section

Manifold
Silent Timing Chain

Full Automatic Spark Control
ThermostaticChargingControl
Balloon Tires
Balloon-Geared Steering
Double-Offset, Low-Gravity
Frame
111-lnch Wheelbase
Easy Shift Transmission

Twin Beam Headlights,
Controlled From Steering
Wheel
Chromium, Permanent-Lustre
Plating
Duco Finish
Bumpers Front and Rear
Rear Vision Mirror

Other models ot rimllarl, reduced prices. In addition to its lose prim, Oldsmobile's
delivered prices include the lowest handling and financing charges available.

You have never seen any car of Oldsmobile quality at anywhere near $875.
Come in and prove it for yourself.

You have never seen any, at this price,
with four-wheel brakes, oil filter, air
cleaner, crankcase ventilation, and the
entire list of modem motor car features
shown above—together with 111 -inch
wheelbase, Body by Fisher, Duco

color harmonies—and so on and on.
We urge you to come and examine
this car—to drive it—to really know
it. For when you do, you will realize
that, in Oldsmohile, General Motors
now offers you a brand new value.

Never before a btiv like this—come in
and prove it for yourself!

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
18 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Miss Edna M. Young has been in
Portland for a week.
Mrs. D. Ferris Tnomas of Buffalo,
N. Y., is spending the summer with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence ’Waltz of
Everett, Mass., and Mrs. Alden Gil
christ of Springfield, Mass., are in
town, called by the Illness of Mrs.
Meaubec Achorn.
Loring Crowell, who is stationed
at Fort Andrews in Boston harbor Is
the guest of his parents, Mr. and'
Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Mrs. Carl Burdick of New York
and Mrs. Isabelle Waltz are at Mrs
Burdick’s camp at Martin's Point.
The dance given for the benefit of
the firemen in Roy Mack’s new barn
was well patronized and much en
joyed. Fancy dances were a feature
of the occasion. Music was fur
nlshed by the Aggravators.
Mrs. Roswell Genthner and Miss
Audrey Genthner have returned from
'Whitman, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Campbell
have been In Lowell, Mass.
Adelbert Benner has been at home
from Framingham, Mass.
Mrs. George H Coombs is the
guest of her daughter. Mrs. P. B
Stinson in Wiscasset this week.
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler and Miss
Elsie Levensaler of Boston
guests of relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller Hodgkins have
moved into the Kuhn block on
Friendship street.
J. T. Gay and J. H. Miller attended
a meeting-of Ford agents in Port
land Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Creamer of
Whitinsville. Mass., have been visit
ing in town the past week.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
with Mrs. Nellie Overlock Monday
night.
Miss Rose Gardner of Caribou has
been a guest at Mr. and Mrs. S. H
Weston's.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Benner of
Garrtinar have been spending Itlie
week at IW. A. Davis’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robinson of
New York and Mr. and Mrs. William
Richards of Detroit. Mich., are vis
iting Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Robinson.
The Star Club will meet with Mrs.
Carrie Eugley Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lilly of Hallo
well hove been recent guests at
Charles Lilly’s.

LONG DISTANCE ORDERS

I

Tho radio telephone sent across
the Atlantic the sound of a peculiar
automobile born tho otl or day—and
got an order for a shipment of
horns. The Michigan company that
ruar.vfactuiee then had an inquiry
and Instead of waiting to send a
sample they sent the sound to the
prospective buyer in London instead
The sound got Ihe business.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Daily One-Day Excursion*
From ROCKLAND

8"

ro u

BANGOR LINE
Steamer “Belfast” or “Camden” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern
Standard Time, for Camden, Northport, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport, Bangor, and returning, leaves Bangor at 2 P. M., Eastern Standard
Time.duein Rockland at 7 P. M. See timetable for leaving and return
ing times from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale at all land
ings between Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning
on day of issue.

IT

13

ix

9

17

21

xO

29

18

22

One-way fare for the round trip

2S

X3 24

26

27

30

18
3X

31

3<a

Steamer “J. T. Morse” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M„ Eastern Standard
Time. Tickets good going and returning on day of issue, and will be
sold from all landings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate points.
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.

38

37

40

39

BAR HARBOR LINE

35

34

33

Saturday Excursion Tickets on sale Saturdays from Bangor to all points
as above at one-way fare plus 25 cents. Tickets good returning to Ban
gor on following Sunday or Monday morning steamer.

BLUE HILL LINE

41

Steamer “Southport” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of issue, will
be sold from all landings to Blue Hill and to intermediate points at
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.

45

42.

49

4&

•51

52

55

56

53

5TO

Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship Lines Title! OJficet.

EASTERN

54

57

STEAMSHIP LINES

ll£s. 1126, Western Newapaper Union.)
e

Vertical.

Horizontal,

1— Harbor
2— Not at home
3— Painter
4— Small pastries having Jelly In
center
6— Tou and me
7— Meadow
8— Inclined
9— To don again
10— To throw off
11— Hole in the skin
13—Falsehood
17—Unit of electrical meaeure (pi.)
19—Woolly animal
21—To stitch
23—To meet with failure
,4—Vase
26—Tell-tales
29— To tear
30— Aeriform fluid
31— Stringed instrument
33—Sumptuous repast
35— Male sheep
36— Rotated
37— Consumed
38— Fright
39— Whiskers
41— Mountain in peninsula of Sinai,
Arabia
42— Stop (command to horse)
43— A pile
45—Small carpet
47—Arid
49—Girl's name
50— Still
63—Exclamation of hesitation
Solution will appear In next Issue.

1—Vessel
5—Electric light globa
9—Ribbed material
IS—Pertaining to the ear
14— To observe
15— Self
16— Yttrium arsqulozlde
18—Reply
20—Notations
22—Demonstrative pronoun (pL)
28—Bustle
25—Fondle
27— To consume
28— Skill
29— To bet again
32— Preposition
33— Evergreen tree
34— To open a keg
35— Sun god
36— Takes a law off the books
38— Sailor
39— Large serpent
40— Salnte (abbr.)
41— Material for making rope
42— Pertaining to Walea
44—Mistake
46—Stopped
48—Kind of two-seated carriage
61—Native metal
52—Part of "to be"
54— A nodule of stone having a
cavity lined with crystals
55— To annex
56— Funeral pile
57— Child

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

GRINDSTONE INN
Winter Harbor, Me.
150 Rooms, singly or ensuite with
. bath

Special Weekend Rates
Lobster Shore Dinners
Daily
GOLF, TENNIS, DANCING,
SWIMMING
For reservations write
F. K. LEACH, Mgr.
79-90

RUMMER ARRANGEMENT
IX EFFECT JUNE 20. 1927
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves ViiiaRiaven daily except
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
riving at Rockland at 8.30 A. M. and 2.30
,P. M.
I Return -Leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
direct for Vinalhaven arriving al 11.00 A. M.
Leaves Rockland (Tillson’s Wharf) at 3.00
P. M * and Maine Central Wharf at 3.15 fop
North Haven and Vinalhaven.
•June 27th to September 24th, inclusive.
STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
j Steamer leaves 8wan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M
Return— Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40; due
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

FRANK E. GRAY
17 Bay View Square
Tel. 194-J

Rockland

ALL KINDS OF

MASON WORK
Day or Contract

Solution to Previous Puzzle

UNION
Tlie Ladies Aid of the Congrega
tional church will meet Thursday
with Mrs. F. E. Burkett.
Friday Averv H. Whitmore, who
lives with his niece Mrs. Bertha
Bryant, passed his 99th milestone
ind Mrs. Bryant invited a few
friends in to help make the day a
pleasant one for him. Mr. Whitmore
's a wonderfully well preserved man.
bearing and eyesight fine and he en
joys reading and writing and going
about just as much as the younger
people. He is a member of the Ma
sonic orders and Grange and has al
ways attended the meetings of those
organizations whenever-it was pos
sible. He very rarely ^misses going
to church on Sunday and often at
tends the Friday night prayer ser
vice. He was well remembered on
his 90th birthday with cards, letters,
gifts, and two beautiful birthday
cakes. Mrs. Bryant served assort
ed cake, fancy cookies and ice cream
to the company and a very pleasant
day was passed with social chat,
music and prayer.
Mrs. Myrtle Gordon has been con
fined to her home by illness for a
week.
Mrs. Morrill Stewart called on
friends here the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant and
Mrs. Lulie Ufford visited their aunt,
Mrs. Roscoe Carter at West Rock
port Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Linda Davis has gone to
North Haven to work for Mrs. Min
nie Dean.
Mrs. Lillian Alden, member of the
A. L. Auxiliary was sent to Bar Har
bor as a delegate to the A. L. Con
vention July 4-5-6 and Alvah E.
Ames was a delegate from the A. L
Mr. and Mrs. Ames and Mrs. Alden
made the trip by auto going via
Bangor and enjoying the wonderful
scenery. They report the meeting as
very entertaining and instructive.
There was a large delegation from
all over the State and our delegates,
as well as the order were much
pleased to have the Department
President Mrs. Snow elected, as she
is from this district and has always
shown such an interest and worked
so hard for the order. The delegates
placed one of the Union leaflets at
each plate in the dining hall which
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Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, f9.40 a. m., fl.lOp. m., |5.40p. m.
Bangor, f9 40 a. m ., fl.10 p. in., 15.40 p. m.
Boston, t05O a. m., f‘J-40 a- nr. fl.lOp. m.,
15.40 p. m.
Brunswick, f6.50 a. m., 9.40 a. nr, fl-lOp. m.,
|5.4O p. nr
Lewiston, f6.50 a. m., fl.10 p. m.
New York, 11.10 p. nr, J*5.40 p.m.
Philadelphia, C*5.40p. nr
Portland, f0.50 a. m., |9.40 a. m., fl.10 p. pi.,
15.40 p.m.
Washington, C*5.40p. m.
Waterville, f9 40a.m., tl.lOp. m., 15.40 p. tn.
Woolwich, t0.50 a. m., f9-40 a. nr, 11.10 p. m.,
15.40 p. m.
t Daily,except Sunday. * Daily, except Saturday.
• Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc., and Aug. 23 to
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun.. July 7 to
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.

□
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will help to give Union a good bit of
advertising.
They also had th<»
pleasure of visiting the Warship
Seattle. They returned home tired
but happy and report a wonderful
trip.
Mrs. Eliza Robbins
In the death of Mrs. Eliza Rob
bins. 88. widow of Alphonzo Robbins
June 10 Union has lost a highly es
teemed,
life-long resident.
Her
maiden name was Gleason, her par
ents coming to this town from Round
Pond before she was horn. Early in
life she was married to Mr. Rob
bins and two children came of this
union, Miss Clemmie who lives at
Union Common, and Ida who has al
ways lived with her mother on the
old home place. Mr. Robbins passed
away May 4. 1901. Mrs. Robbins
was always a T<ind friend and neigh
bor and went about doing good until
lameness confined her to her home
several years ago. The sympathy
of all goee out to the two daughters
in their sorrow. Funeral services
were held at the late home of the
deceased, conducted by Rev. C. A.
Knickerbocker of Rockland, and
there was also services at the grave.

CLARRY HILL
Mr and Mrs. Chester Harrington.
sons Mortland and Richard and
daughter Marion of Rockland spent
the Fourth with relatives here.
The children and grandchildren of
Mr. and Mrs. O. O. Miller gathered at
their home the Fourth and a com
pany of 21 sat down to a bountiful
dinner to which all did ample justice.
W. J. Smith and Earl Miller made
a business trip to Augusta recently.
Everett baMont. who has been in
Norwich. Conn., the past nine months,
is the guest of his mother, Mrs. A.
C. La'Mont for a few days.
boon Ross has gone to Waldoboro
where he has employment.

W. J. Smith. Everett baMont and
for cooking
Mrs. A. C. baMont were in Rockland
Friday.
Earl Miller is working for Edgar
Miller in Union.
Arvine Miller and family returned
to their home in New London, 'Conn.,
to
last Tuesday, after spending a few
days here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ward and
daughter.- of Rockland spent the
Fourth here, as guests of Mrs. Ward’s
sister, Mrs. Frederick Walker.
Frank Dolham, who has been
“TT(
spending a few days here with rela
dietetic urge of the day.
tives. has gone to Washington where
It's the “balanced ration” of pro he has employment.
tein, carbohydrates and vitamines—•
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller re
plus the “bulk” to make laxatives turned to their home in Gardner,
less often needed — that world's Mass., last Tuesday.
authorities are advising.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham
Now you cook it in 2% to S minutes. of Union called on friends here re
That’s faster than plain toast. No cently.
kitchen muss or bother.
E. M. Clarry and Frank Jameson
Why go on, then, with less nour were in Union Friday.
Allen Feyler sold a beef cow to
ishing breakfasts? Today get Quick
Quaker . . . food that stands by you C. M. Burns of Mank’s Corner last
through the morning.
week.
Mrs. Lucy Clarrv is spending a
Your grocer has Quick Quakcralso Quaker Oats as you have always few days with her sister. Mrs. Fos
ter Mank, in North Waldoboro.
known them.
Winifred WiWtney spent iFniday
with Mrs. Annie Miller.
Alima J«aMont has purchased a
house of parties lu Waldoboro.

a hot
breakfast
—2#
5
minutes

CEMENT BLOCKS AND POSTS
FOR SALE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Buy Three Crow Whole Mixed

Spice, and Silver Seal Vinegar, for

Siner 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S

making your Pickles.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Dealers in—

French Tutor
M. Marieta Shibles, M. A.
Certificates and diplomas from Univ.
of Grenoble, Isa Sorbonne, Dijon and
Columbia.

(N. Y. State Regents permanent
certificate)
Tel. Camden 33-1 1

82-97

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS

DR. F. E. FOLLETT

<jf Everlasting Tlcautg

with

lOtveorr Tvaavti

DR. BICKFORD
Alto Scotch, Quincy, Weeterly

Dentists

■nd Maine Gray Granites, Ver

PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

mont Marbles.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

Satisfaction Guaranteed

(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

W. E. Doraan & Son

By Appointment Only Tai. 1SS
35 Limerock Street
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

East Union, Ms.

t>J)(fah.erery grave.

Telephone Directory

Osteopathic Physician

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Knox County Court House
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Call 170

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson

People's Laundry

Dentist

17 Limerock Street
Rockland
We do all kinds of Laundry 400 Main Street
Work. Family Washing a Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
CS?» Hours; 9 to 12—1 to 6
?^3°hi
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Evenings by Appointment
3hirta, Collars.

f

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest '
Monumental
Workr
0
Main 8tr«et
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney

FRED S. MARCH

Announces opening of office in Odd
Fellows Block, Opp. Poetoffice.

Tai. 470

Room 6-6-7
28_tf

Cemetery Memorials

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to # P. M.
Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Ploaaant Street, Rockland
Telephone 244-W

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

f Every-Other-Day
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GATHERING KELP

HAVE YOU SEEN

The World’s Greatest Cook Stove

Right To Do So Subject To
Lease By Governor and
Council.

It it not an oil stove—nor a gasoline stove. Kitchenkook is a gas
stove—giving City Gas Convenience without City Gas—manufac
turing its own gas as it burns, from any good grade of motor
gasoline. Exceptionally well built, durable, with no complicated
mechanism nor adjustments—no wicks, no chimneys.
Throe and four burner stoves—with and without ovens, cabinet
styles or plain—a design to meet every need and every taste.

In view of the fact that an industry
Is being established in this city which
involves the use of kelp on a large
scale the following Augusta despatch
is of local interest:
• . • •

The KITCHEN-KOOK

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

Inquire about the Ready-Lite
Lanterns and Lamps. Cost
less than oil—25 times as
much light.

Kendall & Whitney
69 Years a Seed Store

MAINE

PORTLAND,

OLD ORCHARD
EXCURSION

Sunday, July 17th
Special Train leaves
Rockland 7.30 a. m.

Fare $2.50

Round Trip

Ask Agent for details
Maine
Maine
Central MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD Central
83-85

CRUSHED STONE
Delivered Anywhere in Knox County

Cleanly Screened and Uniformly Sized
For Concrete Construction
Driveways, Walks, Cellar Floors, Etc.

Only after a public favorite has
become a “has-been” does he begin
to realize* the emptiness of applause.

CEMENT, SAND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
x.
TELEPHONE 428
ROCKLAND, MAINE
78-83

Castoria

It grew in the back end of what we
called “Will Ingraham's blueberry
pasture," to distinguish it from his
cow pasture higher up on the moun
tain. Every spring a pond formed
there whicli later dried up and was
followed hy a rank growth of what
I think must have been sphagnum
moss, though in those days I had n i
knowledge of the word. How I en
joyed walking over this bed of moss
and calling it "my carpet!"
Round the edges of thi* place grew
a bush which was always more or
less of a mystery to me, as I could
never find It In bloom, but often
found the remains of tiny buds or,
Service here, means just
seeds in' the fall. The bush was per
what the word implies—
haps two or three feet high, brunch-j
material when, where and
ing freely, and at a distance might
as you want it—your con
perhaps he taken for a huckleberry
bush, but a nearer view showed that
venience, not ours. That
the leaves were not glossy, neither
idea of service goes right
were thej- the bright shade of green
back to the choosing of
that one finds in huckleberry hushes.
the merchandise. For in
No fruit grew on it nor was the bark
stance — we recommend
aromatic.
What a happy hour I would spend
SHEETROCK, the timeif I could get into that old familiar
tested, fireproof wallboard
pasture once more, for there grew al
—because it’s the best.
most every berry with which I am
That’s true of our whole
familiar, and I had the place nearly
line.
to myself, as it was notorious for its
many varieties and sizes of snakes,
therefore women and children gener
W. H. Glover & Co.
ally shunned the place and knew and incidentally to scare trespassers
very little about the treasures con half out of their wits.
CONTRACTORS
tained therein. There grew large
453 Main St.
Rockland
We scarcely knew such a word as
beds of blueberries, several clumps of
Tri. 14
huckleberry bushes, the only ones to “trespass” in those days, lor except
be found this side of the Bog, and in mowing fields where grass grew
near that little pond grew bunch- tall the land was free to all and
berries, frost berries (two-leaved Sol wherever there were berry bushes,
mon In the little chapel at, Spruce omon's seal) running blackberries, there also were pickers and pails,
Head and immediately following this and farther down, hy a ledge were and seldom did we hear of any land
service he went to the home of the several bushes of tall blackberries, owner objecting to the raids on his
late Allie Waterman where he offici while at the highest point on the berr’es, for by such objection be
ated^at the funeral service.
southern side there was an abund frould be certain to incur the dis
pleasure .and even the lasting dis
There will be the usual Sunday ance of dwarf sugar pears.
evening service at the home of Mrs.
There were a few scattering with- like of every child and most of the
Williamson. July 17, and the subject wood bushes, and rear the northwest women in the neighborhood. The
will be “Sold Out.’’ All are earnest corner were two or three oak trees, berries were growing wild; nobody
them,
therefore nobody
ly urged to attend these little meet while the eastern end was mostly planted
ings, thereby cooperating in the work given up to alders, rock heaps and owned them.
for the good of our young people.
snakes. Such heaps of rocks as there
Such was the comfortaiblo logic
Mrs. Laura Runnels and son Ben were down by the bars, and where then, and when late r few persons be
nie from East Millinocket have been they all came from we never knew, gan “posting” their pastures, uch a
visiting her sister. Mrs. Llewellyn El nor did we conceive of any reason hue and cry went up! 1 have seen
well of this place. Mr. Runnels re why they should have been carted posters lipped from their standard
turned home to resume his work, there and dumped in that particular and split in small bits. I have also
leaving his mother to continue her place. The snakes liked them how seen them riddled with bullets, have
visit.
ever, and gathered about those rocks seen bars let down and cattle turned
Mrs. Della Waldron of New York which, heated by the sun, furnished loose in order that some spiteful
with her sister, Mabel Wiley o-f a comfortable bed where the cold j berry picker might thus avenge his
Rockland were visitors at the homo blooded creatures might gather In fancied wrongs—all this because some
. tribes and clans to warm themselves land owner felt that he would like
of Mrs. Nancy Hall Sunday.

Ideal on the Shore
fl/w/o/iall Outdoor Occasions

Dodge Bros. Are About To
Make World-Startling An
nouncement.

To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
Proven directions on each package. Physicians everywhere recommend it

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.

Perhaps Some Reader Can
Tell Mrs. Veazie What She
Wants To Know.

THE FASTEST FOUR

MOTHER:- Fletcher’s Cas
toria is a pleasant, harmless
Substitute for Castor Oil, Pare
goric, Teething Drops and Soothing Syrups, especially prepared
for Infants in arms and Children all ages.

Telephone 428 Rockland

A BUSH TO NAME

VINALHAVEN
Margaret Libby is home from Wor
cester. Mass., to spend the summer
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Libby. Miss Norah Foote
of Fitchburg. Mass., Is her guest.
Dr. W. F. Lyford returned Friday
from Bangor.
Mrs. R. H. Thompson and daugh
ters Athene and Martha left Satur
day for Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tyler re
turned Friday from Boston.
Miss Rulh Ross and Sunday school
class picnicked at Roberts' Harbor
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Glaser and
daughter who have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Robbins, have
returned to Pratt. Kansas.
Isaac Calderwood of Calderwood.
Tenn., arrived the past week and is
at his summer home at Calderwood's Neck.
•
Mrs. Ralph Brown entertained the
Mothers' Club at her home Friday
evening.
Miss Edith Grimes has returned
to her home in Wellesley, Mass.
Mrs. Maude Pillsbury and daugh
ter Janice, who have been guests of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Merritt
Lenfest at Seal Bay Farm, returned
Friday to Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Simmons,
Miss Gwendoline Greene, and Fred
Keay and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Allen returned Thursday from Bar
Harbor where they attended the Le
gion and Auxiliary convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roberts of
Southbridge, Mass., are guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brownell of
Bath are guests of Mrs. Brownell’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bil
lings.
Edgar Sukeforth left Friday for
Rockland.
Dr. and Mrs. Hutchinson of Phila
delphia are at the Newbert farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith of East
Walpole, Mass., who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden
left Monday for their home.
Miss Luella Wilcox of Brookline.
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
T. L. Roberts.
The following party spent the day
at the Ames farm: Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. Glidden. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Smith of East Walpole, Mass.. Mrs.
George Creed, daughter Bernice, Ar
thur Brown and Ethel Robinson of
Boston.
Louis Pendleton of New York ar
rived the past week at Camp Look
out, Shore Acres.

Attorney General Fellows in an
opinion rendered at the request of
Gov. Brewster, declares that under
Chapter 45 of the public laws of 1927,
if and when the same shall go Into
effect, the governor and council have
the power and authority to lease the
right to gather kelp on the submerged
lands and reefs within the jurisdic
tion of this state, namely, to a point
not exceeding a marine length from
the shore.
"Leases, however, shall not be exe
cuted for a period of more than 30
years at an annual rental of not le.-s
than 33 per annum per square mile,”
continues the decision of Attorney
General Fellows.
"The prospective lessee should file
a petition together with a plan show
ing the location of the territory de
sired, upon which the governor and
council should order notice and hold
hea ring.
"The jurisdiction of a state 'border
ing on a sea over the waters thereof
is that of an independent nation, ex
cept so far as it would conflict with
that of the United States, and extends
for a marine league from the shore
and over the bays and arms of the
sea within the limits defined by Inter
national law.
"This principle has been applied to
the law relating to fisheries, to the
criminal laws, to statutes giving the
right of action for death by wrongful
acts, to statutes authorizing state au
thorities to till In lands under water
where navigation will not be materially
affected thereby and to the building
of piers and wharves as authorized by
the State legislatures.
“It has been held in many jurisdic
tions, Including the federal court, that
the state has the absolute power to
grant its lands under water, unless
prohibited by its constitution on some
statute. The reason for this is that
no title to the soil under navigable
waters was conferred by the consti
tution to the federal government so
far as the original states were con
cerned. but the title remains In the
respective states. The federal gov
SPRUCE HEAD
ernment. of course, has the right to
Rev. and Mrs. J. P. Chaflbourne
regulate navigable waters so far as
commerce is concerned, and permis have returned from Boston to their
sion must be obtained from it where home at Wheeler’s Bay. The pastor
there is to be a permanent and ma eave an excellent and helpful serterial obstruction to navigation.”

It wajj learned today from authori
tative sources that Dodge Brothers
will shortly make a sensational an
nouncement,
probably
concerned
with a new line of fours. While
nothing definite is available as to
price or specifications It is under
stood that the new cars are to be
the fastest fours in America and
that <they are to be priced at ne\v low
levels. It is also understood that the
new cars will be mere economical to
operate than any cars of the same
size ever built.
The body designs are said to be
more radical than anything Dodge
Brothers have undertaken In the four
cylinder .field. In all around beauty
and excellence of appointments, in
fact, the new cars are said to be un
equalled by anything In their price
class.
Announcement of this entirely new
line of fours will be equivalent to a
challenge to the whole industry in
the four cylinder field. If such a line
is marketed It is assured that the
enormous resources of .Dodge Broth
ers factories and the support of one
of the greatest dealer organizations
in the industry’s history will be
solidly behind it.
Should the new cars prove to be
the fastest fours In America, Dodge
Brothers will have one of the great
est selling advantages in its history.
In the past this company has always
emphasized the dependability of its
cars. 'Nothing has ever been claimed
as to their speed except that It has
always been ample. Now with a
four which combines great speed
with the traditional qualities of
Dodge Brothers cars, the company
should be in an enviable position.—
adv.

Price Delivered in City Limits $2.25 per ton
Other Points in Knox County Based on Mileage
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WHEN it comes to best sellers, Camel leads them
all, because by the greatest number of smokers
it is considered the best cigarette.

The closer the search for quality, the greater
the preference for Camels. For Camel, made of

the choicest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos, is

supremely blended to a mellowness, mildness
and individuality of taste that is beyond match*
ing or imitation.

If you don’t yet know its satisfying smooth
ness, just try this overwhelming favorite among
cigarettes.

"Hare a CAMEL!”

© 1927, R. J. Reynold* Tebeeee
Company, Winaton-Salem, N. C.

-

(Make lea as usual;
thoroughly chill
then fill into
thermos bottle.

A Coo,.Delicious Drinh
Wonderfully Refreshing

234

to have tlie privilege of enjoying a
few of his own berries.
In later years those blueberry
bushes in “(Will’s pasture” grew and
multiplied, tlie land changed owners
and was known as “Lele Blackington’s pasture.” There were enough
berries to warrant posters, as their
commercial value had increased and
people were learning to respect the
rights of land owners. I have often
wondered what became of the snakes
and if all the many varieties of ber
ries grow there now, especially if any
body knows about those 'bushes round
the little pond and can tell me their
name.
1 also wonder If any one besides
myself ever found the vines of
“ground nuts” (apios tnberosa) which
grew on the eastern edge of that
pasture and ran up into the alder
hushes. Have they died out or do
their fw-rant blossoms still attract
tlie children of these later days?
Adelin F. Veazie.
Never tell a man that
boy
looks like his mother if he owes you
,r< u< y.

Every-Othd>-Day
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FLOWER SHOW

THOMASTON

No, 1446.

TWO HOMES
MADEHAPPY

Reserve Dietriet No. 1.

REPORT OP

THE CONDITION

Mrs. Donald A. Kobbins and two Thomaston Stages Its Third1
—OF THE—
young children have arrived from
Annual Exhibition WitlJ
Pittsburgh and will spend the sum
mer at Harry C. Moody's on Meeting
Much Success.
House Hill.
At Rockland in the Stitt of Maine at the close of business on June 30, 1927
The ladies of the St. James so
RtSOURCEfl
ciety will have a cooked food sale at
The
Thomaston
Garden
Club ByWomen Who Used Lydia
$1.0583)85 97
Loa (is and discounts,..................................................................................
L. A. Hanley's store Wednesday staged its third annual flower show470 30
overdrafts, unsecured .......... ..........................................................
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
afternoon.
in the Congregational vestry, Sat
U. 8 Government securities owned .
Compound
Miss Evelyn Mossman is attending urday afternoon, July 9. with great
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value) .... ISO,000 00
All other United States Government Securities (Including pre
During the last week or
summer school at Farmington Nor success.
mluiue, Jf any) ..................................... ..............................
81 963 55
two. when the lingering summer
"I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s
ma,.
Total ........................................ ......................................
231.965 55
Miss Gertrude Burnham and Cam seemed to he speeding up a trifle, Vegetable Compound and I think It
Oilier bonds, stocks, securities, etc., owned : ....................................
1,641,678 90
is the most won
Banking House
........................................................................................
48.000 00
eron Dale of Boston were recent fears had been expressed that the
FISH FLAKES, all wired, two sizes: Large, $1.00
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank . ...................................
109.445 16
derful medicine
appointed date would prove too late
guests of Phyllis Wyllie.
Cash
In
vault
and
amount
due
.from
national banks ....................
81.794 18
I
ever
tried,"
la
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie is visiting in for the- glory of the peonies, always
An.ount due from State banks, baukers, and trust companies in
each; small, 50c each
the statement
the piece de resistance of a show at
the United States...................... ...........................................................
9.681 50
Keene, N. H.
made by Mrs.
Checks on other banks In the same city or town as reporting
B. H. Wetherbee of New York, for this season. But a glance inside the
bank .,.,.................................................................................................
3.676 80
Goldie Shoup of
merly of Warren, walked in on his vestry showed this fear was un
Total of three next preceding items ............................................
93.152 48
Just the thing to enclose your hen yard
St. Joseph, Illi
Miscellaneous cash items .........................................................................
old schoolmate, Mrs. N. F. Andrews, founded. Masses of peonies, usually
17.3W 92
nois.
She de
Redemption fund with (J. S. Treasurer and due from U. S
the other morning at the breakfast of one variety, tilled jars and bas
clares that after
Treasurer ..............................................................................................
7.500 00
hour. They hud not met for 35 kets against a background of ferns
Other assets ...................................................................................................
126 71
Call or write
taking the Com
or boughs of flowering shrubs; peon
years.
pound she is ln
ies
were
combined
with
other
flow

Total
......................................................
..
.............................................
$3,209,938
99
Ralph Swift who recently gradu
ibetter health
LIABILITIES
ated at the University of Maine, has ers in artistic bouquets: and choiqe
i than before.
specimen
peonies
stood
alone
in
Capital stock paid in .......................................................................
150.000 00
a position with the Liberty Mutual
| Mrs. J. Storms
Surplus
fund
.................................................................................................
100,0(10 00
single vases.
A few among tho of 29 Lane Street, Paterson, N. J.,
Insurance Co. of Boston.
Undivided profits ..........................................................................................
<M<t 40
many
beautiful
varieties
shown
were
Reserved for taxes, Interest, etc., accrued.............................................
16.395 33
Edward Ludwig has returned from
writes: “I can not speak too highly
Rockland, Me. Tel. 290
Milton
Hill.
Tourangelle,
Marie
Le

Circulating
notes
outstanding
...............................................................
150.000
00
Massachusetts where he spent the
of your medicine and I recommend
Amount due to State banks, bankers, and trust companies ........
3.727 Tl
moine,
Mme.
Emile
Galle.
Alhatre,
it to all my friends.”
Fourth.
Certified
checks
outstanding
.............................
......................................
4.500
00
These statements were taken from
Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden and the Sarah Bernhardt. XI. Martin CahuTotal of two new preceding items ........ ...................................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
Misses Anna and Florence Fessenden zac, Albert Crousse. XI. Jules Elie. two enthusiastic letters which tell
(deposits payable within So days) :
La
France,
Marguerite
Gerard,
and
of the help that has been received
are occupying their house on School
Individual deposits subject to check .................................................
Eugenie Verdier.
from using the Vegetable Compound.
street.
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days (other than for
Other perennials were shown in
Both Mrs. Shoup and Mrs. Storms
26.089 83
money borrowed) ..................................... ...................................
Levi Gillchrest of New York is
greater variety than usual, including were In a run-down condition which
Dividends unpaid ...................... ,.................... ........................................
7,676 00
having alterations made in the in
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits subject
magnificent foxgloves and Canter caused them much unhappiness.
terior of his house on Gillchrest
496,272 52
to
Reserve
...........................................
...
...
...................
>
................
bury bells, exquisite delphinium, py- When women are suffering from
street. New bath rooms are being
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or
rethripn,
sweet William, peachsubject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings) :
put in and the house is being pre leaved and cluster bellflower, glox lack of strength and from weakness,
Savings deposits .........................................................................................
their
own
life
and
that
of
their
fam

2,222,999 96
pared for a summer residence.
,,
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve................................... 2,222,999 96
inia. and a few belated irises. Much
ily is afTected. When they feel well
Mr. and Mrs. George Patterson and
interest was attracted by the l<eau- and strong and are able to do their
Total .......................................................................................................
$3,209,938 99
Miss Mary Patterson of Fairfield are tiful combination bouquets; some housework easily, happy homes are
Slate of Maine. County of Knox, M.
visiting Mrs. Edward Ahern.
of these showed a great variety of the result.
I, Joseph W Robinson, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the
Misses Clara Spear, Nita Willie flowers and colors "thrown together”
above statement la true to the best of my knowledge and belief
Are you on the Sunlit Road to
Wanted
Summer Cottages and Board
and Annie Dunbar, telephone opera with
JOSEPH W. ROBINSON, Cashier.
apparent heedlessness but Better Health?
tors, have returned from their va most artistic results.
Among the
Advertisements In thte column not to ex
WANTED—Table girl. BOX A, Port Clyde.
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
Subscribed and sworn to before me tills 7th dav of July, 1927.
cations.
charming combinations noted were
83-tf mer boarders advertise the fact in this pa
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents
I Seal]
JO8. EMERY. Notary Public.
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Thomas Jones of Willi mixed delphiniums and Iceland pop
1 times for 50 cents. Additional lines t
per
where thousands will read of it.
WANTED Night
man
at
LIMEROCK
Correct—Attest: GILFORD B. BUTLER,
Miss Helen Laiytgan of Newton.
ents each for one time, 10 cents for three 9TRBBT RESTAURANT.
mantic, Conn, and Mrs. Walter Bart pies in a yellow jar; irises rising
83-85 t
R ANSON CRIE.
times
Six
words
make
s
Uns
TO RENT—Furnished six room cottage at
lett of St. Louis, called upon their from a cluster of pansies which re Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Charles
H E. ROBINSON,
2£WANTED Good experienced cook for Tea Owl’s Head.
All rimdern Improvements.
Directors.
cousin E. K. Winchenbach Saturday. peated their purple, yellow, and Everett at her summer home on
Room In 4'amden. For interview call CAJM- i NELSON B COBB, at Fuller Cobb Da\Is
Lost and Found
DEN 133.
8J-«5 > _______________________________________ 81-83
Miss Elizabeth McCoy was the bronze tones; pale blue delphinium, Spear street.
Miss Barbara Black of Camden
guest of Miss Andrews and Mrs. Ella pink sweet William, and garden he
WANTED To buy three tons of new hay
FOR SALE or TO LET—At Meguntlcook
LOST—Between Rockland and West Rock landed In my barn. V. L. PACKARD. Old
Andrews on a trip to Bar Harbor liotrope; and, perhaps loveliest of was the guest of her grandparents,
No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.
port, grip, containing June bank statement County Rd.
83-83 | Lake—four room furnished cottage ; new twoMr.
and
Mrs.
B.
F.
Colcord
at
The
feunday.
car
garage avid row boat; good location. L.
w?h owner’s name. Reward if left at THIS
all. white-and-gold Marie Lemoine
WANTED—To buy a house of six or seven A THURSTON
Tel. 1182 MK_________ 79 tf
OFFICE
83-85
Mrs.
Margaret
Armstrong
of peonies with creamy spirea in a bas- Hose Tea Room Friday.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
i rooms in Thomaston or Rockland, with im- |
Mr. and Mr*. Dextec Piper and son
Squantunt, Mass., is visiting rela ke-t of natural colored straw.
LOST—$20 bill Saturday afternoon. Re proveinenta, centrally located. In first class i TO LET—Cottage on Spruce Head Island
—OF THE—
tives ln town.
Price must be right. ' for month of July. MRS. T. L. MAKER.
ward.
LU(TEX GREEN at Fuller Cobb- condition, for cash.
The Girl Scouts had an interest Dexter, Jr., of Des Moines, Iowa,
75-tf
DaVls. Tel 412 or 828AI
83-85 OLLA <?. GRAY, 54 Myrtle St., Boston, Mass. Spruce Head. Tel. 853-3.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Frye motored ing display of wild flowers neatly la who are spending a few weeks with
83-85
to Boothbay Harbor Monday.
LOST—Child’s black slice, on Belfast
beled and well set off by varied ntos- his mother Mrs. Minerva Piper were
WANTED—-Girl or woman to cook and
At Rockland in the State of Maine at the close of business on June 30, 1927 road, near corner at Saturday Cove, Sunday, take
Mrs. Mildred Moody Robbins and
and beautiful sprays of fir guests last week of his sister, Mrs.
For Sale
charge of house in Camden for two or
Julv 1«
Kindly notify MRS
FRANK
children are in town for the summer. cones. A small table in the inner Mervyn Bird in Belfast.
three
people. Write fully about yourself and
RESOURCES
COLBY, ftockport. Me. Tel. 163 4.
83«lt
The
Eastern
Star
Sewing
circle
salary
expected.
BOX
174,
Thomaston,
Mrs. Alida Kee le has opened her room was given to a display of lowFOR SALE—One goat, new milch, twin
$691,689 80
Losns and discounts ....................................................................................
83*lt baby goats.
Healthy. Will be sold cheap.
LOST-Heavy black sweater with white
home on West Main street.
Overdrafts uo^lcured ....................................................................................
33 79
arrangements suitable for table dec will meet at the Masonic Hall
Apply
CAL MARSHALL, Wadsworth St.,
’
G
’
on
front.
BEULAH
COLE
Tel.
270
W.
WANTED
Se<Miid
hand
trunk
that
will
Thursday
afternoon
at
2
o
’
clock.
U. S. Government securities owned:
Capt. William Murphy of Philadel oration. using pansies, water lilies,
83*85 lock. W. C. BOYNTON, 12 Lisle
Thomaston.
83* it
83*lt
$85,000 00
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S Bonds par value) ...........
phia has been the guest of Mrs. and other smaller flowers. Another It is hoped that a large number will
All other United States Government Securities (Including premi
WANTED
AYonian
or
girl
two
days
a
week
FOR
SALE
—
Grandfather
clock
and
other
LOST
Dark
gray
shaggy
cat
last
Friday
be
present
Martha Carter for a few days.
table displayed garden books and
ums. If any) ..........................................................................................
61,335 47
KECYND4ON, Pearl Fiske house,
evening. Reward. MRS. J. E. WOODSTON. to help with washing: and Ironing and gen antiques.
M iss Mabel Wall is ai home from
Total .........................................................................................................
146,335 47 189 Broadway. Tel. 715-W. ___________83-85 eral housework. Phone 846-M.
The correspondent regrets to learn magazines lent by members of the
83*85
83-85 Ingraham Hill. Tel. 1199-W.
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc., owned .......................................
1.459.523 17
of the death of Mrs. Sadie Hinckley, club.
Perhaps the most unusual, Attlebofo. Mass., where she has been
WANTED- Lawn mower in g«xxl working
LOST Tire chain
33x5 Saturday
in
Banking House, $20,000 ; Furniture and fixtures, $4,496.14 .........
24,496 14
FOR SALE—The Dorethy Kent place, bet
which occurred Monday afternoon.
though certainly not the most beau- teaching, to spend the* summer va
Lawful Reserve with federal Reserve Bank.........................................
76.903 97 neighborhood of Cresc?nt Beach. Notify 980 order Write price to MR. PATTON, Pleas ter known as the Freeman W. Kent place.
83*lt
Miss Alice Miller of Warren and iful exhibit of all was a collection of cation with her parents, Capt. and
Cash In vault and amount due from national banks ...................
81.66 i 8S STONINGTON R RNTTURB (T) , Rockland ant Point. Me.
83-85
Mrs. S. H. Wall.
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies ln
WANTED- Cigar makers experienced men
Miss Bernice Webber of Wiscasset
iniature cactus in variety.
the United States (other than included in Items 8. 9. 10)
9 69
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hutchinson
LOST -Ice axe from delivery auto, near or women. Steady employment. J. W. A.
are visiting Miss Ruth Lermond.
The exhibition was well attended
Checks on other banks in the same city or tow n as reporting bank
83 85
CIGAR
(X), Rockland.
79-tf L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main St.
Rankin
8t.
CENTRAL
H
E
CO.
Tel.
51
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Steeves of both by Thomastonians and by out- and grandson. Roy Hentel of Dex
(other than Item 12) ....................... ..............................................
1,59.5 44
82-It
WANTED Young girl wants position as
FOR SALE—All size balloon and cord
89,270 01
Total of three preceding Items . ..T7T...................................
New Brunswick, Mr. and Mrs. Cate of-town visitors, among whom a ter were calling on Mrs. Delora Mor
LOST—Girl’s gray sport coat July 6 at housemaid. Call ROBERT PEARSON, (’lark tires, almost new.
Dealer in antiques.
Miscellaneous cash Items .... ........... ....................................
2£7« 53
of Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. larger number of men were observed rill Sunday.
82 84 Buyer 6f Junk, pay cash. HARRY BENOWiscasset or on road to Rockland. Reward. Island.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from
|T
S.
Miss
Winifred
Andrews
of
Boston
Kindly
notify
MRS
BELLOWS
ROBINSON
than
at
either
of
the
previous
shows.
vm'H.
12
Rankin
St
83*85
Culleton of Somerville. Mass., Ed
Treasurer ......................................................... ...........................
WANTED ’Position with two small child
4.250 m
are W. R. Peabody. North Haven. Me. 81*83 ren as housekeeper. Apply to MILS. DSA D.
Other assets, If any . ....................................... . ...............................
rom the very small admission fee is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ev
ward F. and Mrs. Carpenter have
2,794 24
FOR
SALE
—
*Si|uare
piano,
price
reason
FOUND—Pocketbook between P. 0. at St. VOSE. Waldoboro. Me , R. F. D 2.. Box 42 able. .lust the thing for a summer cottage.
taken rooms over the Bowdoin Res charged and from the sale of part of erett E. Pales.
Total
82*81 BLUER J. (XMURAN, 97 Union St. Tel
George
and Long Cove. ADELBERT BEN
Miss
Harriet
Cavanaugh
is
visit

$2,497,567
14
the flowers at the close of the show
taurant.
NER,, Thomaston. Me.
81-83
LIABILITIES
WANTED Housekeeper’s position In wid 188 M
83-83
The Daily Vacation Bible school the Garden Club received an encour- ing her grandmother, Mrs. Carrie
ower
’
s
small
family.
Have
one
child
school
Capital, stock paid ln ...............................................................................
FOUND—Send to The C.-G. for its social
>100,M0 co
FOR
SALE-One 1-orse mowing machine,
held
its
first session
Monday. ging nest egg to be devoted to Cavanaugh in Portland.
age.
Write
P.
O.
BOX
365,
Rockland,
Me.
Surplus Fund ................................................................................................
olunin
arrivals
of
summer
visitors,
summer
50,000 00
Walter Webling of New York is
81*86 horse rake, hay rack, all in pood condition.
Undivided profits ................................................................
$57,286 9*5
social occasions, etc.
74 tf
Seventy-five enrdied for the three some public purpose not yet deter
VINAL WALlx.\CE, Cushing. Po3tofflce WarReserved for Interest on savings ...................................
11,993 21
And from the increasing spending a few weeks in Rockport
69.280 16
weeks’ course. More are to be en mined.
WANTED Office work by young woman.
Circulating notes outstanding ................................................... ............
83,860 00
Typewriting, bookkeeping and general office
rolled at today’s session.
Miss number of people who show inter- and Camden.
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
To Let
work; understands use of good ’IBusiness
Miss Edith Page of Denison Uni
FOR SALE A field of grass in Rockville.
(deposits payable within 30 days) :
Marian Storer is leader. An organi st and pleasure in these simple ex
Eng’lsh” in composing letters; good speller Inquire of J. M. KIRKPATRICK. Rockville.
Individual deposits subject to check .....................................................
258.862 21
zation was formed—Mi>s Margaret hibitions of natural beauty, without versity, Granville, Ohio, and Miss
81-83 MeAddress X. Y. Z, Courier-Gazette.
83*85
Ruth Page of Newton, Mass., are
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days (other than for
Crandon, secretary; Mrs. George ompetltlve features or outside at
Re-it reasonable. Adults only. E. E. 8TROUT.
WANTED Persons to redeem, on or before
money borrowed) ................................................................................
6.028
73
guests
of
their
grandmother,
Mrs.
O.
FOR
SA.LE--Strawberries
bv
the
crate,
for
83-85 July 30, watches, clocks and jewelry, left with
Dividends unpaid ......................................................
’ ’ ’ ’ ’’’’’’’’ ’
Creighton musical director; junior tractions, they feel that the very de
4.030 00 45 (Yeseent St. Tel. 1064-RK.
preserving.
Delivered in Thomaston and
E. Page for the summer.
the late Woodbury M. Purlngton, now at my Rockland.
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to
department, Gladys Fernald, Chris lightful contagion of gardening is
TO LET -Furnished front room at 1
C.
B
TOUMAN.
Warren.
Me.
Capt. Ernest Torrey who is in
Reserve. Items 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34 .......................................
267,920 94
82 tf office. See lists posted at Court House, City Tel. 8-5.
83*85
94
GRACE ST. Tel. 535-W
tine Moore, Lori.ida Orne: primary pleading. Mix a very few yards
Building and Street Railway Waiting Room.
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or sub
command of yacht Harriet, owned
FOR RENT—Very pleasant up stairs tene Rwkland. FRANK H INfUlAHAM, Public
department, Supt. Ruth Lermond of earth and a good deal of sunshine,
ject
to
30
days
or
more
notice,
and
postal
savings)
:
................
FOR SALE—A»t Pleasant Beach, Augusta
by
C.
H.
Jones
of
Boston,
was
in
ment
of
five
rooms
;
electric
lights,
gas
for
very few dollars' worth of plants
81-83 Wright cottage. 7 rooms, jarell fine drinking
Savings deposits ..........................................................................................
teachers, Amy Tripp, Mrs. George
1.904.346 61 cooking; storage In shed. 58 WARREN ST. Administrator, 431 Main Sd.
Other time deposits ....................................................................................
nd fertilizers and a good deal of town Sunday and Monday enroute
3.881 07 Tel. 246-W.
WANTED Men to hay, good hand mow-rs. water. 12 FLORENCE ST. Rockland. Tel.
Creighton, beginners.
81-tf
Postal
savings
deposits
..............................................................................
to
Bar
Harbor.
17.338 36
Also a horse for raking. Tel. 1175. MRS. .1. 761 M__________________________________ 82-tf
Mrs. Frank Hathorn went to North joyous labor—what other investment
Total of three preceding Items ..................................................... 1,925,566 04
TO LET Three rooms, unfurnished, for W. ANDERSON, West Meadow Rd.
81*85
Mrs. Evelyn Sulver and daughter
gives
greater
returns
in
btouty
and
FOR SALE—Ladles’ silk hosiery in all
light housekeeping. 208 PARK ST.
81*83
Anson Monday lo attend the Ely
Muriel are guests of her mother,
WANTED—School girl wants position to l«-ok shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
happiness?
Total
>2,W7,5«7
14
Counce wedding. The bride. Miss
kitchen after child. Notify ERICK HAAJULA, Thom pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full faahioned hose
TO
LET
Furnished
rooms
with
Mrs. Jf’nnie Dunton.
Mrs. Ruby
81-tf aston. Tel. G8-4.
privilege. 27 LINDEN 8T.
81*83 (regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
Mildred Counce, was a native of
State of Maine. County of Knox, as.
*
Donovan who was also the gu»st of
I, Edward F. Berry, Cashier of the above -named bank, do solen
FOR RENT—The E. B Thomas house at
swear that the
Thomaston, having the distinction of
WANTED -Four furnished rooms or ha f HAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High St .
her mother last week has returned
82*tf
East
Union,
8
rooms,
furbished,
large
garage.
above
statement
Is
true
to
the
best
of
my
knowledge
and
belief
houae
by
July
27.
Write
”
W.
A.
”
care
The Rockland. Me.
being born on Knox street.
Ideal summer residence. Apply ERNEST C. Courier-Gazette.
E. E BERRY, Cashier.
81*83
Sooner or Later You Will to New York.
FOR SALE—House wHh extra land at 72
Mr. and Mrs. Erman Lamb of
DAVIS,
at
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
81-83
The annual picnic of the Fred A.
WANTED ‘Middle aged woman for house Camden St.
Inquire af 74 Camden St r
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of Julv, 1927.
Nutley, N. J., are guests of Capt.
Buy a
Norwood Relief Corps will be held
TO LET—Tenement at 12 James St. C. A work in family of two. Write M., care Cou write MRS. W. A. KIMBALL. 1 Miller St..
JOS. EMERY, Notary Public.
and Mrs. E. L. Montgomery
81-tf
HAMILTON,
442
Main
St.
'
Belfast,
Me.
81-89
rier-Gazette.
81*83
at the G. A. R. hall ne»xt Friday af
(Seal]
, Correct—Attest: J N SOUTHARD.
Mrs. Edward F. Calderwood and
TO LET—Furnished front room, modern
ternoon and evening. A baked bean
WANTED
Rock
and
work, cellar
( HAS. T. SMALLEY,
».oii
inti*
„
i
,
j cement
c.
.
FOR
SALE
—
Second-hand,'three-burner
New
conveniences. Inquire at 103 NORTH .MAIN wall built and repaired; also all kinds of , Perfection oil stove with oven all hi -ond
Miss Matilda Burgess of New York
supper will be served at 6.15. Each
ENSIGN OTIS.
81*2?
8T
79-tf awn work. ^K.V AMIN KNOWLTON. 54 shape. W A. PAUL. Rockpon ’
are at the Knox Hotel.
Directors.
member may invite one. A pleasant
80*85 ------------------------------------- 1
FOR RENT- Cottage at Crescent Beach for Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
occasion is anticipated.
WANTED-At Once-Two dark yellow male I mta° t |S^L
°" .V'e “ta?'
the season, electric lights, running hot and
One of the most delightful events
cold water and bath room; all In first class shaggy kittens. One pure white female shag
ii "arre"• 5’RS
CLARK ISLAND
No.
890.
Reserve
District
No.
1
cat,
year
o'rE
LAKE
VIEW
FARM.
Roamer
|
*arren,
Me
. R. F.D. i
AND MILKER
onditloo. Inquire of proprietors at CRES
of the season was the dinner party
Mrs. Lewis Hart has returned to
CENT
BEACH
INN.
75-tf
Pand
road.
Tel.
153-11
Camden,
Me.
79*84
:
Buy Now through the old reliable
given by Chester L. Pascal Saturday
her home after helping care for her
TO LET -The cellar of the Havener block,
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
agent for Knox and Lincoln
WANTED—Experienced girl for general
^OR SALE—-Thirty-six foot overall sloop,
evening to 19 of his friends at The
uncle, John Richards.
and the rear half of the A. & P. store. housework.
MRS. HARRY' BERMAN, 25 1 10 ft 15
beam. 4 ft. 9 In. draft. In good
Counties.
Rose Tea Room, an ideal place for
HARRY CARR.
75-tf Maple street.
76-tf <*>n<H4»n, new sails, without or with power
Mr. and Mrs. James Baum and
—
OF
THE
—
such an occasion.
A delicious 6
-------------------------------------'
Priced
low
quick sale.
—
Hume I
s' B for
Si'oRTOS,
blrk H^riinr/Mr'''
1
TO LET—Eight room two story house at 90
family have returned from HarpsWANTED—Braided rug makers.
G. B. WALTER
o’clock dinner was served with the
Mechanic St. Newly painted and papered; work. Only experienced makers who will fur- I
well. and are visiting Mrs. Joseph
TEL. 88-4
WALDOBORO, ME.
al s:t
garage, electric lights. WALTER E. SNOW. nish good work need apply. OID SPARKfollowing
menu:
Baum and Mrs. Henning Johnson
83T89
74-tf HAWK MILLS, South Portland, Me.
FOR SALE—At my office, after July 30,
63-87
Fruit Cocktail
At Thomaiton, in th. State of Maine at tha elote of businet, June 30, 1927 TeU373-W.
for a few days.
watches, clocks and jewelry left with the l&te
TO LET—One large room and kitchenette
Tomato Bisque
Woodbury M. Purington, unless previously re
Miss Harriett Maker spent Thurs
RE80CRCE8
and toilet, for light housekeeping. H. B.
Roast Chicken
deemed by the owners. FRANK H. INGRA
BARTER Tel. 25 or 526-R.
72-tf
Mashed Potatoes
Sliced Tomatoes
day with her mother, Mrs. Victor
Miscellaneous
Loans and discounts ................................................................................... $195,532 53
HAM. Public Administrator, 431 Main St.
Green Peas
Spanish Olives
Blomberg.
Apply
Acceptances
of
other
banks
discounted
.................................................
5,250
56
TO
LET
—
Store
at
19
Tillson
Ave.
PROF. ELLISON
Hot Rolls
79-tf
Total loans ............................................................................................
200.783 09 to (rl»R<;K M SIMMONS. Tel. 4 W
The funeral services of the late
PUBLIC
CONVEYANCE
—
\,n
Stiid.-I.aker
Butter Scotch Pie
Strawberry Pie
FOR SALE—Je sey bull and bull calf, also
Overdrafts, secured .....................................................................................
1.088 31
FOR RENT—Farm house furnished, con sedan. Anywhere, anytime. Play golf or heifer calf. Poet’s and Pogls breeding. C T.
John A. Richards were held Thurs
Apple Pie
U. S. Government securities owned:
nected to lake, good bathing, boating and fish tennis. Reasonable rates. Well acquainted. TA VIZIR. Tenant’s H a rl»or.
Vanll'.a. Orange, Pineapple, Strawberry
81*83
day afternoon at the home of his
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value ...........
50,000 O0
Tel. connection. Let's go. V. P. HALL.
ing WILLIAM SAN SOM. Rockland, Maine.
Ice Cream
PSYCHOLOGIST
All other United States Government securities (Including pre
FOR SALE—Three-bu-ner Glenwood gas
daughter, Mrs. Maynard Kinney, and
83-85
76-tf Rockland, Maine.
Tea
Coffee
miums, if any) ..................................................................................
46,809 00
oven- ,n EO,M| condition. Call 10
were conducted by Rev. J’erley Mill
A psychic whose information, help and
NOTICE—This to notify all that we have STANLEY LANE
96,809 00
Total .........................................................................................................
Harbor Light Chapter, O. E. S.,
or Tel. 295-W.
80-85
advice to you in tho realization of your
riven our son l»t U. Browne, his"itlme and
er of Tenants Harbor. There were
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc., owned:..................................
730.617 00
will
hold
their
annual
picnic
at
Or

POR SALE—The John Patrick wood lot In
desires.
If worried ur unhappy about
will collect none of his wages or pay his
Banking House, $9,000; Furniture and fixtures. $7,500 ...............
16.500 00
many beautiful flowers from friends
friends, reiatlves. business, or anything
cutt's , Beach Tuesday afternoon
bills after this date. Mr. and M s. Wil'lani Washington. Me.; covered with hard wood;
36.800 00
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.......................................
and relative^.
pertaining to your happiness consult Elli
T. Browne, Rockland. July 7, 1927. 82*84 about 60 acres; also 1 portable steam saw
July 19, at 4 o’clock. Picnle supper
Cash ln vault and amount due from national batiks .....................
44,868 90
son he will solve your problems and show
mill boiler 65 h. p., capacity about 20,000
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies in
NOTICE—Wliereas, my wife, Mabel Oakes. per
will be served at 6 o’clock. Those
you the way te success. Thousands have
day. Apply to JOHN BROWN, Thomaston.
the United States (other tfiati included hi Items 8, 9, and 10)
19.519 81
having left my home this is to forbid all Me.
been helped to success and happiness by
not solicited are requested to fhrnish
CAMDEN
79-tf_
Checks on other banks In the same city or town
as
reporting
persons trusting her on my account, as I I:
_______
Ellison. Readings daily. Low fee this
pastry
or
cake.
55
78
bank (other than Item 12)..............................................................
shall pay no bills contracted by her on and ■ .
SALE—Lumber and wood ; 4 foot
The C. Walcott Henrys have ar
Total of Items 9. 10. 11. 12. and 13 .................. .t.........................
64,444 52
after this date. DONALD OAKES. Vinal- i b1oa™ a,abs
stove length $8; stave
rived at their cofage in Beauchamp
Hours 1 P. M. to 5 P. M.
Miscellaneous cash Items ............................................... ’.........................
1,162 24
haven, Me.. July 7, 1927.
82-84 ,
L.15 bundles shims $1. L. A.
Our ideas of a modest man is one
Point for the summer.
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer and due from
U.
S.
I'ACKARn. Thomaston. R. F. I).
Wednesdays and Fridays till 7.30
78 tf
NOTICE This is to notify all pentona
Treasurer ................................................................................................
2,500 00
who can keep his opinion of himself
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Win
27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
FOR SALE—300 pairs men's Moccasin toe
t-niiceriit’d that after this date I will pay no
to himself.
Chester of Corinna are visiting
compnaltlnn
sole
and
heel
work
shoes,
special
hills
contracted
by
my
wife.
Haith
Matson.
The
Total .........................................................................................
$1 .150,704 19
WALTER MATSON, South Thonia.ston. July 7. >3.-10. McLAr\"S SHOE STORE______ 79.if
friends in Camden.
Mrs. Win
LIABIL IT IBS
81‘83
Magical Plant Beautifier
FOR SALE—Men’s Storm King rubber
Chester will be remembered as Dell
I AM READY TO GIVE PARISIAN shampoo
’• »Peclel >3.95.
McLAIN'8 SHOK
Capital stock paid ln .................................................................................
$ 50.000 00
No. 1142. Reserve District No. 1
Bemis, a former, member of the High
STORE,
next to Perry's Market.
7,..tf
20.000 00
which
lightens
medium
brown,
light
brown
Surplus fund ..................................... .. ...........................................................
IS ON SALE BY
School faculty.
and blonde hair; also Parisian facial. MISS
Undivided profits............................................................................................
61,122 23
FOR SALE—Jewett louring car, used only
* • • •
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
49.700 00
IIN'KEV. 2S Park Si. Tel 7II9-W.
81«8:t
The W. H. Chatflelds of Phlla

ROCKLAND RATIONAL BANK

FOR SALE

IRA W. FEENEY $

In Everybody’s Column

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

DELAVAL
SEPARATOR

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

Psychic-Medium

TEPECO .

PLANT FOOD

delphia, have arrived in town for the
summer.
Miss Edith Fiske of Boston Is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Walter Hig
gins, High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis and
Martin Richards spent the weekend
in Portland.
Mrs. W. H. A. Newton of Spring
field. Mass., is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo P- Strong. 15 Pearl street
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Bisbee enter
tained the following at luncheon and
bridge at their cottage on Ogier'
Point on Friday: Dr. and Mrs. W.
I). Buzzell and Miss Margaret Buz
Zell of Dover-Foxcroft. Mr. and Mr
Alphonso Buzzell of Exeter, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Irish of Waltham, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Winchester
of Corinna. Mr. an l Mrs. C. Wllkess
Babb and Mrs. E. I). Curtis.

A compliment always passes for
more than its face value.

NOTICE!
The Stockholders of the KNOX
WOOLEN CO. are hereby notified
that their Annual Meeting will be
held at their office in Camden,

Wednesday, July 27, 1927
At 2 o'clock P. M.
for choice of Directors and to transact any other business that may
come before them.
J. F. COOMBS, Clerk.

Pamrfvn, July 11, 1927-

83-u

—OF THE—

GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
At Thomaston, in the State of Maine, at the close of business June 30, 1927
RESOU RCES
Loans and discounts .....................................................................................
U S. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S bonds par value) ....
AU other United States Government securities (Including pre-,
miutns, If any) .....................................................................................

Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc., owned : .......................................
Banking House, $3,600; Furniture and fixtures, $4,000 .............
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..........................................
Cash in vault and amount due from nation il banks .....................
Total of Items 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 ......................................................
Miscellaneous cash items ........................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from
U.
S.
Treasurer .......................................... ....................................................

$118,335 61
55.O00 00

19,921 00
74.921
65 460
7,600
8.671
18,243

00
GO
00
42
49

18,243 49

2,995 96

“

* >

•

78.989 49

778.989 49

......................................................................................................
...............................................................................................

49 96

$1,150.764 19

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss
1. J. Walter St rout, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of July, 1927.
[Seal]
CHARLES M STAR RETT, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest: W. G. WASHBURN,
JOHN BROM-N.
A. J. ELLIOT.
Directors.

55,000
15,000
17,861
55,000
2.993

CO
uo
52
00
96

107 449 50

45.359 94

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss.
I, L. S Levensaler, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement Is true to tlie best of my knowledge and belief.
L. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
8ih day of July, 1927.
i Heal l
C. M. STARRKTT, Notary Public.
1
J
Correct—Attest: R G. ELLIOT,
j
F. B HILLS.
•
/
FRANK D. ELLIOT.

’

190,717 51

2,7.50 00

$298,666 9‘J

Total

188,683 51
2,034 00

statement Is trua to tlie best of my knowledge and belief. J. WALTER STROUT. Cashier.

LIABIL ITIE8
Capital stock paid ln ............................................................. . ..................
Surplus fund ............................................................................. . ..................
undivided profits ...........................................................................................
Circulating notes outstanding ..................................................................
Amount due to State banks, bankers, and trust companies ........
Total of Bents 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 .................. •.......................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check ......................................................
Total of demand deposits (other than batik deposits) subject to
Reserve. Items 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34.......................................
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or sub
ject lo 30 days or more notice, and postal savings, :
Savings deposits ...........................................................................................

Total

125 00

125 00

2.3211 65

$298,666 92

Total

Circulating notes outstanding ................................................................
Certified checks outstanding ......................................................................
Total of Items 24. 25, -26. 27, and 28 ...........................................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) Subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check ......................................................
Dividends unpaid ............................................... ......................................
Totai of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to
Reserve, Items 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 ............. .............
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or sub
ject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings) :
Savings deposits ............................................................................. ............
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 35, 36, 37, and
38 ..............................................................................................................
Liabilities other than those above stated.......................................

Wrwtort.

L. A. Hanley
E. E. Studley
Thomaston
♦ ♦ • •
J. J. Fales, Cushing
• ♦ • •

R. L. Thompson
Jameson & Wotton
Friendship
• • • •
C. L. Fales
East Friendship
•

82-tf

for personal car, has been run 10.0110 miles.
NOTICE—If the person who wss seen tak Looks like new. In perfect condition. J T
68 tf
ing a $2 hill out of a little while headed GAY, Waldoboro.
hag in Woohrorth’s slore Tuesday afternoon
will leave It at this office and pay for this hard woorl. also ’lumber11 " t T' caRROLl’
ad. no question will be asked.
S1‘83 , Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0 Thomaston
PAYING POSITION OPEN to representa
79-tf
tive of character. Take orders shoes-hoslery
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls. 250 of mem
direct lo wearer. Good Income. Permanent.
Write now
TANNERS SHOE MFG. (O.. high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value’
.per r°n while
l*»t- V. F.
26 C St., Boston, Mass.
78*86
----------------------------------------------- STUDLEY. INC., Music Dept., 283 Main Bt
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—Protecting H^’and.
79-tf
your fur coat in summer means prolonging
—cTYT— ---------------------------—
its goods for the next winter. Storage means „ rY,
Eight room house at 129
complete protection. Including burglary. We 1 “anKln “t. with 10 acres of land and two
have a greater Interest in your furs than Darns* RDM ARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
merely selling them to you. Your continuous ________________ _
47*tf
patronage depends on the service that you vT^??zAw®^.LE“(arpenler tno,a
MRS. 1.
get from the furs and ourselves after you NEWTON MORGAN, South Thomaston, Me.
buy them. We are fully prepared for any
work on your furs that you may be planning. __________________ ___________________ 44*t(
Let us do it now so you won’t have to wait in ' FOR SALE—Six second-hand pianos H
V. F. 8TUDLBY INC
the fall
FULLER UOBB-OAVLS.
79 tf good condition.
Music Dept., Rockland. Maine.
79.
WANTED—Pure white shaggy kittens with
TH
blue eyes. Pay $10.00 to $5.00 each LAKE PDR*X«,SK0WMEeAM INDEPENDENT reTER la for sale at J. J. CARVER’S,
VIE5V FARM. Tel. 153-11 Camden, Maine
Rockland.
72*83

iirdcm ko.lclled,

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE!

DOWNYFLAKE

THOMASTON and WARREN

Doughnuts Are Best
• • ♦ •

Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing

TRAINER’S

Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
81-tf

Foot of Spring St.

Rockla

HELEN C RHODES.

79-tf u, what you want.

BARKER'S POEMS—A copy In excellent
cndiiltm for tale. Alao a copy of "BeginSit»-he»nLOlO,““
•”
’•

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Beb
66 tf

FOR SALE

Eighteen acres of sim.lin.
° XB,-S0N' 3'# «-'"“'r.; k 81.

82-84
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, overhauled
FOR SALE—65 acre farm. 15 acres
nn<i»p
and put In first class condition, called for culthtllun. wood and Unriber.
Ten-nX
and delivered, fill..7?.1- for PromPt service, house, some hard wood floors. large barn and
ROCKLAND HARDWARE IX).
<9-tf | garage, large hen house, large shore prlvllege. Ideal summer home. MRS. <’. I’. hKt, ANO, 153 Main St., Thomaston or Tel. 185-3.
82-tf
FOR SALE—German ilieplieril police pup
Order, taken for Home Cooking, pies, extra kvmmI ; male lrlali setters; albert

WANTED

Home-made Bread, Yeast Roll,;
also Baked Beans on Saturday.

Tel. 526-W
82-lt

111 PKAMAXT ST. Tel. 293 W.
FOR SALE—About 25 trnw of standing

grass with ham privilege. 4) W. HOLMES
Like Ave.. Rixkland Tel. 352-2.

FOR SALE--.Woman's Tribune
Write A. B. C., care Tills Office.

132^

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN
la addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.

770

TELEPHONE .

Ruth Mayhetv Tent Is giving a
card party at Grand Army hall this
evening.

Miss Alice Bartlett of Milwaukee,
Wls.. is at her home on Ocean street,
for the month of July.
The annual field day of the D. A. R,
Is being held in Scarboro, today.

Miss Margaret Crockett, on Inmate
of the Home for Aged Wlimen, is at
Knox Hospital for treatment.
g

Miss Charlotte Puffum is at El
well's Point, the guest of Misses
Mary and Martha Hall for a week's
visit.
Miss Mary Pratt, who has been
(laving a fortnight's vacation, has
returned to tlie Fuller-Cobb-Davis
store.
Miss Abbie Paine of Auburn, who
has been visiting .Mrs. Susie Ludwig,
Pine street, has returned home.
1
Miss Helen F. Horton of Bristol,
R. 1.. is visiting at the home of Capt.
and Mrs. Geo. E. Horton at the High
lands. Francis M. Ripley of Matlnicus is also a guest of the Hortons.
Miss Lotta Skinner left for Port
land Sunday for an oxtended visit
with her sister, Mrs. B. L. Gould.

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon A. Chandler
and daughter Dorothy of Bangor
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Gardner. Mrs. Albert Aver
ill returned to Bangor with them
Sunday night for a week’s visit.
Mrs. Alden Ulmer and Miss Faith
Ulmer returned Sunday from a
week’s stay in Massachusetts. They
were guests in Somerville, of Mrs.
Ulmer's cousin. Mrs. Charles Ihivis.
and visited many joints of interest,
not forgetting the Boston radio sta
tion WNAC, where they saw Jean
Sargent and other well known
broadcasters at work. They were
accompanied home by Miss Cather
ine Hughes of Lexington, Mass., who
Will be their guest three weeks.

C. L. Robinson returned Sunday
from • a week’s vacation visit ln
Boston. His address during most of
that time was Fenway Park and
Braves Field, and speaking of ad
dresses it might be well to ask him
about the letter he wrote to himself.
He didn't exactly decide either pen
nant race, but did see some games
which did not appear much faster
than the Maine Coast League.
Miss Mildred Hopkins of Somer
ville, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. H.
A. Philbrook.

Mr. and Mrs, Mardin De Slion
of Portland are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. M. It. Pillsbury.

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Weeks with
Miss Ethel Weeks and Miss Mabel
Chase motored from Brookline for
the weekend returning Monday with
Mrs. C. E. Weeks who has been a
guest of Mrs. J. H. Haines.

Spencer Spear who lias been tlie
guest of his nephew, Clifford Spear
avti
ami family of East Warren, has re
turned to his home.
Miss Dora French is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. C. Lawrence French at
lainr
West Warren.
Chester Spear has employment
I
with I. E. Starrett during haying.
anHou/ice /Aeir
IW. E. Moore, Capt. Charles Young
and Percy Moore have been working ,
in Thomaston the past week, paint
ing the Lee Walker residence.
S/uuua/tytt/r vf ^itte
Mrs. K. J. Overlock and Mrs.
Harriet McFarland
were, callers
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Swift and Charles Copeland of East
attf/ /t/ytti/
Warren. Mr. Copeland who is in his
91st year and holder of the Post cane
82-tf
was found doing up his barn work |
for the day. On request he cheer
fully brought forth the cane to show
HUNTER-BARROWS
his visitors but said he didn’t have
A very pretty wedding took place much occasion to use it, since lie
at the Ewell homestead, Rockville needed both hands for what ever lie
yesterday morning when Farolin was engaged In. Mr. Copeland is
Sophronia Barrows was united in certainly a most wonderful “ad" to
marriage to Francis Leroy Hunter boom tlie heartfelt advantages of our
MISS ADELAIDE CROSS
by Rev. Oscar W. Stuart. Only the Maine climate.
Soprano, Soloist and Pianist
Miss Clytie Spear returned to Newimmediate families were present.
The double ring service was ob York Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Starrett and
MISS MARIAN MARSH
served.
The couple were attended by Mr. children of Providence. R. I.. have
Organist and Pianist
and Mrs. Wesley L. Oxton of West opened their home here for the sum
Rockport sister and brother-in-law mer.
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
IWarren Ixidge, I. O. 0. F„ will en
of the bride. The bride was gowned
in blue georgette with silver trim tertain Mystic Rebekah Lodge at a
WEDNESDAY, JULY 20
next Friday
mings and carried a bouquet of strawberry festival
white roses. Mrs. Oxton wore grey evening following the regular meet
flat crepe with pale blue trimmings ing.
8.15 O’CLOCK
TICKETS 50 CENTS
and carried pink roses.
The ladies of the Congregational
Wedding lunch was served-at the Church Circle will serve their regu
Auspices Chapin Class
S3&85
close of the ceremony after which lar public supper on Thursday even
the couple departed hy auto for a ing Qf this week. Those in charge
Mrs. Edward Wiswall and children
Thomas Griffin of Bangor was a trip through northern Maine, with are Mrs. Ralph Wentworth. Miss
the best wishes of their many Mary Wyllie, Miss M. Grace Walker
of Wellesley, Mass., are in the city visitor in the city Sunday.
friends. The bride's going away and Miss Frances Spear.
for the month of July, guests of Gov.
Farm Bureau meeting will lie held
und Mrs. Cobb.
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury and gown was navy blue" fiat crepe.
The bride is one of Rockville’s at the Montgomery parlors Wednes
grand-daughter Miss Winifred Stet
Misses Ada and Alena Young left son, arrive from San 'Francisco on most esteemed young ladies, the day. The subject is "basketry.
Alfred and Virginia Wyllie ce’eyesterday for Ocean Park where the afternoon train tomorrow for a daughter of Mrs. Ida F. and the late
they will attend the Church School month's stay at the E. L. Brown Charles B. Barrows. She is a grad brated their birthdays in a very
uate of Rockland High School class pretty manner Friday afternoon from !
of Methods during the coming fort cottage, Crescent Beach.
of 1925. The gsoom is tho son of 2 to 4 when they entertained 14 little
night.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Jarvis of Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Huntgr of Rock folks at their home at Oyster River.
<
Mrs. Arno King, who makes her Brooklyn, who are summering at land and is a machinist In business The lawn furnished an ideal place
llome with her daughter, Mrs. Glenn Boothbay Harbor, were visitors in with his father at Hunter Machine for games and an outdoor peanut
Company. On the return from their hunt under the
A. Lawrence, has gone to Ellsworth the city Saturday.
supervision of
wedding trip the young couple will
for an extended visit.
Phyllis Wyllie. Lunch consisting of
reside
in
Rockville.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Irish of Bos
ice cream, birthday cake and cookies
Mrs. John I. Snow, Miss Alice ton were in tlie city Saturday to at
followed with balloons and fancy
Snow and Misses Carolyn and Alice tend the funeral of Mr. Irish’s cou
KNOX ARBORETUM
hats adding to the merriment. Pic
Erskine spent Monday at Boothbay sin, the late Charles G. Kiff.
tures of the party were taken and a
Harbor, guests of Mrs. C. E. Jen
Sunday, July 10.
hand-organ man who chanced to pass
nings.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McIntire and
Visitors today from towns of furnished ideal music lor the little
daughter Shirley go Thursday to Rockland, Rockport, Owl’s Head, folks on the lawn. The guests were
Mrs. Carrie B. Shaw and Mrs. Wakefield. Mass., where Miss Shir Thomaston, Warren, Camden and Marlon, Elizabeth and Paul Oxton
Alice Shaw Farben of East Orange, ley will remain for the summer with Washington, D. C.
Norman. Eugene and Beverly Cogan
N. J., are at Cooper's Beach, where her cousin.
The Stat/ Field Meeting is to be Walter. Bertha and Martha Ander
they have joined James Wight and
held here on Aug. 17 and 18. The son, Etta Starrett and Gerald Wyilie
William I’. Burpee for the summer.
Mrs. Fred M. Faber and children program will he announced later.
of Oyster River; George Robinson,
Later Mrs. Winnifred Fales Shaw Katherine and Elizabeth Fischer of
The Budget
Jean Campbell, Jimmie Wentwor'.h
will join the cottage group.
Peoria, 11!., are at the Hix Crescent Previously reported ................... $2.80 and Andrew 'Paul of Warren, and
'Beach cottage for the summer.
Mrs. Mary
Berg .....................
1.00 j Ruth Nichols of Rockland.
Mrs.
Robert Christoffersen of Copen
A Thomaston Friend ...........
1.00 ' Adam Nichols. Mrs. Harry Robinson.
hagen. Denmark, left last night for
Mrs. George B. Wood and Mrs.
Philadelphia, after a tWo-weeks’ Mnntoro H. Pillsbury entertained the J. II. Grlndell, Belmont, Mass. LOO Mrs. Fred Campbell, Mrs. Robert Co- ,
LOO gan and Mrs. Ella Lewis were en
stay in this city, the guest of his Saturday Night Club at the Country L. W. Benner, Rockland .........
Miss Rita Smith, Thomaston.... 5.00 tertained as older guests. Virginia
fiance, Miss Elinor Frund.
Club last week with Mrs. Anna Cobb
A Camden Friend .........................100.00 ‘ and Alfred received many pretty
Wiswall as special guest.
Mrs. H. F. TtVitchell, Portland LOO gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Godfrey, Phil
Whitman of Bangor and Miss Mary
Sherman Daniels is home from Collections at Museum ............. 4.00 | Miss Ruth Hutchins und Miss IiarFrom general fund ...................... 45.00 ! bara Pratt of Boston were holiday
Dooey of Brewer were weekend Boston On a vacation.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snow
Total to date ........................... $162.40 Wyllie.
man.
Arthur Smith and family of Port
land are in the city on their annual
Mrs. Edward Lancaster and child summer visit, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ren Edward and Susan are guests Austin W. Smith.
for the summer of Mrs. Lancaster’s
R. V. F. A.
mother, Mrs. O. E. Iilackington,
Misses Florence and Evelyn Clark
WEDNESDAY EVG., JULY 13
Limerock street. Susan Is recover of Damariscotttu Mills are guests of |
SPEAR HALL
ing rapidly from the effects of a Mrs. Helen Waltz. Broadway.
Or Fishing Parties
fall in which she sustained a brok
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
en leg.
Miss Lizzie Ambrose has returned
POPULAR PRICES
*
35 ft. Auxiliary Sloop
from a visit in Bangor.

Mr and Mrs. IL B. Richmond of .
Atlantic City are visitors in the city.
,Mr. Richmond who is proprietor of
Hotel Strand, has begun work on |
what is destined to be one of Knox
County’s beet summer homes, at i
Bare Hill.
Mrs. Dorothy Bird George has
gone to Boston where she is taking
an intensive three weeks’ course in
musical appreciation.

Bertram Keene arrived from New
York Saturday and will make a fort
night’s visit with his father City
Clerk Keene. I

FOR SAILING

Keep
Cool!
LET US HELP
• • • •

Aid No. 1

REFRIGERATORS

Mrs. Rodney Simmons of Glen- ,
mere was the guest last Friday of
her niece, Mrs. A. E. Small.
Miss Lucy Walker was the guest
over the weekend, of Mrs. Ellen R.
Hall, at Megunticook Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills
spent the weekend at Old Orchard.
j Mrs. Wilbur A. Pressey of Cam
bridge. Mass., is the guest of Mr.
i and Mrs. F. C. Norton, Limerock
1 street.

Mrs. Helen Moon and daughter
Louise- of Portland are making a
week’s visit with relatives here.

Mrs. J. R. Wing of Bath is the
guest of Mrs. Karl O'Brien.

Mrs. P. M. MacLeod and two chil- j
dren of Wollaston,
Mass., are
guests of her brother, H. P. Studley, •
Park street. They will be joined
later by Mr. MacLeod.

'

iNathan Flanders has returned
after a several weeks visit in Wal- I
doboro.

t

----

Mrs. Stella Raymond of Water
ville is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Frank de Rocher at tlie Smith
House.

Mr. and Mrs. Jock Sandler and
daughter Inez and Miss Sylvia Cohen
of New York are guests of ,\Ii»s
Sadie Marcus at Crescent Beach.
Ella Doherty formerly of this city
was married in Roxbury, Mass., at
6 o'clock yesterday morning to Jo
seph Flynn of Roxbury. Tlie cere
mony was performed in Mission
Church by Rev. Fr. Quinn. The
newlyweds are coming to Rockland
on their honeymoon, and will lie 1
guests of the bride's fatlicc, Daniel
Doherty at the home of James Do-

one can relish food after a visin by ants. Hours of painstaklabor are spoiled.
Delicious
is are tainted, made uneatable.
Tox kills ants. Spraying should
ontinued for several days bee ants are always present in cols. Insist on Fly-Tox. F.y-Tox
e scientific insecticide developed
[ellon Institute of Industrial Re?h by Rex Fellowship. Simple
uctlons on each bottle (blue
) for killing ALL household lni.
Fly-Tox is safe, stainless,
rant, sure. Every bottle guaran-

LET’S GO!
See Page Six

V. P. H.
76-T-S-tf

When turned in toward the new WRINKLEPROOF or HOTPOINT electric Iron

—Special Features—
WRINKLEPROOF

HOTPOINT

Irons backward and sideways as easily as forward
—has no corners or sharp edges.
Especially
adaptable fur the finest pleats and ruffles.

Has (he famous '‘’rhumb-rest” and cantilever han
dle. Takes the fatigue out of ironing and saves
your strength.

Save $1.50 NOW
The Wrinkleproof and Hotpoint Electric Irons are the ones you see nationally ad
vertised in all the larger magazines. They are our largest sellers. Reg. price $6.00.

But with our annual summer offer of allowing $1.50 for your old iron (any kind or
condition) you get one of these famous irons for $4.50.

Central Maine Power Company
at any of

our stores

DANCE

Mrs. Harry Booth and son Wil
liam have arrived from Connecticut
und are visiting Mr. Booth at Long '
Cove.

The Educationil Club will meet
with Mrs. E. M. Lawrence Thursday,
taking box lunch. If stormy the ses
sion will lie held Friday.

$1.50 for Your Old Flatiron

'

We carry a very com
plete line of All Grades—
Top and Side leers—Enam
el and Porcelain finish in
side. The Road to Sum
mer Health is via a Good
Refrigerator.
• « • *
Aid No, 2

OIL RANGES

Frank M. Packard arrived on the
Boston steamer this morning for a
fortnight’s vacation visit, which he
will spend at Owls Head with Mrs.
Packard who is already occupying a
cottage there.
L. W. Benner, real estate agent,
has sold the late Aivah B. Clark
house on Warren street to Abiatha
L. Vose.

iX

AND

ESTABLISHED
POPULARITY

TEL. 980
313-319 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

NEWPORT, R. I.
79-84

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

82-tf

OAKLAND PARK

FRIDAY EVENING
Kitk’s Orchestra

TONIGHT

Dancing 8.30

Good Roads—Come On Down
56-T-tf

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING
MILTON SILLS in “FRAMED"
-

WED.-THURS.

BANNER PRODUCTIONS be

-SaNTED;

Special

Special

- A

AL DAVID and His 9-PIECE ORCHESTRA
Special Prices 50c pays for Movies and Dance
83»lt

AL DAVID
Recording and Broadcasting Orchestra, Boston, Masf.
NINE—MEN—NINE

Electric Marimba— Rookie Rogers
New York Night Club Entertainer
Admission - - 50 Cents

PARK
ALL WEEK
ALL
NEW
SHOWS

LOTS

OF
FUN

aCO—

MSTRANDk
THE HOME OF THE PHONOFILM

AN EARLY
AMERICAN
PATTERN
OF PROVED
EXCELLENCE

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

P. O. Box 43.

MOVIES AND DANCE at FRIENDSHIP

SOUTH THOMASTON

'JOHN
ALDEN

ti

Fresh

Henry A. Thorndike

TILLSON WHARF

Grange Hall

Vincfiht
wnaiMum

COLONIAL
Sterling Silver

Cool Kitchen Comfort.
Clean, steady, instant heat,
economical yet efficient.
Perfection
Red Star
and Nesco Ranges
• • • *

Weymouth-Wilson Co.

SPECIAL ATTRACTION !

Tight-bottom Barrels
In carloads, for shipping
Mackerel, in Ice-water.

Tel. 1060-W

DANCE

FISHERMEN!
Write for quotations for Second
hand—

IT
STEAKS
FOR
ITSELF

Leon J. White

Today

Wednesday-Thursday

Louise Fazenda
i1

LILLIAN RICH
ROBERT FRAZEF

Helene Costello and

John T. Murray

Prize Winning Chorus

—IN—

Songs - Dances - Vaudev.lle

For thrills, action, laughs, and
real entertainment, see this film.

ON THE SCREEN TODAY

ALSO

“THE CLOW^” with JOHNNY WALKER

TOM TYLER

FEATURE WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

IN

“PLEASURE BE

“OUR GANG”

FORE BUSINESS”
Boiled

WITH

.

Free of
Charge

PAT O’MALLEY, MAX DAVIDSON
PROCRAM CHANGED WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

at

Tillson
Wharf

TeL 1060-W

MATINEE 25c, 35c.
CHILDREN 10c.
EVENING 3»c, 50c
SEATS NOW ON SALE. TEL. 409

The $5,000,000 crook story which
is a comedy thriller.

Rockland, Maine

Weymouth-Wilson Co.
ALWAYS OPEN 74-tf
Tourist Trade Appreciated
■ ................. ..

Talking Picture Program I

BUY—PUBL1X CHEX—SAVE
Novarro’s greatest role
since "Ben Hur”

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Pge Eight

IS IT A SUMMERLESS SUMMER?

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 12, 1927
KNOX COUNTY DIRECTORY
Canvassers Are Now Making Their
Rounds and Desire Co-operation.

Chilly Weather Gives New Life To Browne’s Prediction“Bunk” Says Weather Bureau.

Describing the Knox County Di
rectory as a county catalogue, pic
turing as it does all phases of the
county's interests and activities, the
Chamber of Commerce, in a state
ment Issued yesterday, called upon
the public generally to co-operate
witli the directory enumerators who
are now making an active canvass of
the county preliminary to the publi
cation of the next issue.
The directory canvass has Just
been started under the direction of
George Austin, superintendent, rqiresenting the Portland Directory Co.,
j the compilers and publishers of the
hook.
“The directory Is far more than a
mere list of all our residents,” Sec
retary Lord of the Chamber of Com
merce said. “It contains a vast fund
of information
regarding
many
and varied interests and activiitles—civic, social, commercial and
industrial, and is the only true in
dex to the Knox County. No other
work so tompletely records our
progress.
'’Inasmuch as copies are sent to
directory libraries in all the princl‘ pal cities of the nation, the advan
tages and characteristics of tho
county as a good place in which to
live and work, thus receive national
advertising. It will readily be seen
that this is of great benefit to the
whole section.
“Directory canvassers will call at
every dwelling place, office, business
and manufacturing establishment,
within the near future, and I cannot
j too strongly urge that the public
generally co-operae to the fullest ex
tent in providing the information
i sought. It means much to a county
to have an accurate directory.”

Do you see, or feel, anything in i Thompson's “History of Vermont:"
the weather that Maine has expelis universally conceded that the
,
. year 1816 was the coldest ever known
ienced of late to Justify the gloom of jn Vermont
On the gth „f June
Herbert Janvrln Browne over the' snow {ell in aI1 parts of the state.
prospects for 1927? asks the Bangor an(j on
highlands and mountains
Daily News. Is there anything in j tl) the depth of five or six inches. It
recent ex|>erienee that seems to was accompanied by a hard frost,
verify Prophet Browne's prediction and on lhe morn|ng of the 9th. ice
made a year or two ago, that 1927 j was formcd half an inch thick on
Is to be, like 1816, a year withi ut a the shallow standing water, and
summer? If so. let’s have the facts. icicles* were to he seen a foot long.
The whole town’s talking a,bout It.
Vegetables Killed
Unless
the “Bayer
” on
you are
Has the weather been cooler or cold
er this past spring and this summei- "The weather continued so cold
not getting the genuine Bayer, Aspirin proved safe
os far as we’ve gone, than usual?
that several days elapsed before the
millions and prescribed by
25 years.
Certainly, the Fourth of July was ’n™ disappeared. Corn and other
a cold day—for the Fourth of July I vegetables were killed to the ground
True, the thermometers said the and very little Indian corn came to
DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART
temperature was 66 at 7 a. m. and 71 1 maturity.
“In 1816 snow fell at Norway. Me.,
at noon, but to most folks it seemed
twenty degrees cooler.
And at 6 on the 6th. 7th and 8th of June.
p. m. when the thermometers said Frost occurred at Philadelphia in
July.
.Accept only “Bayer” package
53, it seemed like 43.
A few’days ago the steamer Belfast 1 In Niles’s Weekly Register for
which contains proven directions.
ran into a snow squall cfF Portland , Aug. 10, 1616, published 110 years
Handy “Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
lightship; and on Monday there was aS° next Tuesday, is this comment
Also bottles" of 24 and 100—Druggists.
a snow flurry in Montreal. But those I00 ?*ew England weather:
Aspirin la the trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Menoacetlcacldester of Salicyllcactd
"In the district ot Maine a very
experiences are not unprecedented
heavy
storm
of
rain
and
snow
came
Snow fell In some parts of Maine on
June 9. 1892—not enough to impede at the same time (June 6). and was
in Nobleboro spent the weekend with Annie Tibbetts of Augusta and John
traffic, but enough to be seen and succeeded by frosts every night un
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lawler of Portland were Sunday
til the 11th. The corn which had
felt.
callers of Mrs. Nellie Wallace.
Genthner.
Plenty of people will tell you that been planted was totally destroyed.
Mr. Waltz and family of Boston
Mrs. M. G. Robinson of the village.
they have replaced on their beds the Swallows and martin birds were
are at the Waltz cottage at tiie Cove. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robinson of
blankets that were taken off and found frozen, and even of the sheep
Frank Woodloek of 'Staten Island, New York and Mr. arid Mrs. William
stored away weeks ago in that brief that had been shorn many perished
N. Y„ is at his summer cottage, Richards of Detroit, Mich., were at
hot spell. And the night police and although they had been placed in
Fern Ledge, at th? Cove.
G. A. Wallace’s last week.
others who are out between dusk and houses. The cucumbers, melons and
Mrs. R. T. IWinchenbavb and
most
of
the
garden
plants
were
lost.
”
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Freeman and
dawn will assure the world that this
granddaughter Miss Beulah Win family of the village were Sunday
In Massachusetts the snow began
has been no year for skimpy cloth
chenbach have bee i visiting Mr. and callers of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Sim
ing.
They need overcoats. Open on June 8, and the Boston papers of
Mrs. Wendell Studley of West War mons.
fires have been quite agreeable, too, that date remark that from the 1st
U
SOUTH WALDOBORO ren.
of June until the 12th there were
on many a night since June 1.
Mrs. Dan Giroux of Waterville lias
VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD
dogs, birds, chickens and many other ’ -Ml' and Mrs- J • p- Kins a'ld. fam '>
May was all rain—a very weejiy eight nights of frost. "Fields are as
animals join with the children in , of Rochester. N. Y? are at their sum- been visiting her parents Mr. and
month, and June was far from dry. bare of herbage as usually in the
Mrs. Ernest R. Burns the past week. ;
their play and many bits of verse mer home here. The Lindens.
Agriculture seems to have been set month of November and the verdure
On real sstats. First
Dan Giroux and mother of Water
back weeks. Look at the crops as of the forest has the appearance of Some of the Thing# Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her are brought into use at intervals | Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaufman
tr Bccontf msrtssiM.
throughout the story. Profuse Ulus- of New York have opened their sum- ville spent the weekend at E. R.
HARRY
BERMAN,
you ride through the country. Of the fall instead of summer and the
Burns.
trations add to the Interest nnd as- mer home here.
course, crops have been backward air so cold that laborers mostly wear
Trip With the Floating University.
123
Malt
St,
Rotis
3,
Rotklasd.
Tsl. 3(1.
Mrs. Hartwell Davis and daugh- i
sist in making a charming book for
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Smalley and
before now in starting, and made it mittens in the morning."
in
j
ter
Leatriee
of
Lawry
were
Sunday
.
33-tf
by
Laura
E.
j
Mrs.
Redington
Delano
were
After
July
1
crops
started
to
de

children.
Written
up bravely later in the season.
callers of Mrs. Reginald Monahan.
L. C. | Rockland Saturday.
A comparison of recent tempera velop reasonably well, considering
six. They were also invited into a Richards and published by
[Fourth
Paper]
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Votoe and Mrs. I
Fred Genthner who has employment
tures with those on corresponding the snow, frost and cold of the month
true Chinese house of better class to Page & Co., Boston.
From Shanghai to Hongkong
dates in 1926 doesn't show much previous, and the same conditions
eat supper.
•We were afraid we could not get
difference. In fact, the average of with lesser severity during the rest
That afternoon we saw two beauti
June temperature at noon in Bangor of the summer. July was a dry to Shanghai on account of the wars, ful Chinese gardens on the outskirts
was 2.1 dirgrees higher this year month, with cold nights. In spite of but we’ve just had two corking days of the city, and then we (K— and I),
than in 1926, the figures being 68.6 alternate periods of cold and warmth there.
two boys and girls of the cruise went
We were met on the pier by a gor.
in August, with killing frosts on the
for last year and 71.7 this year.
Oh, the jade and shawls,
gerous
hand
tn
turquoise
blue
and
22d
and
23d,
vegetables
and
crops
We have had flashes of heat this
orange, by a group of earnest stu- p,c'
e had lots of fun. had supper
are
reported
to
have
done
fairly
well.
year, interlarded with shivers—and
in town and roamed the fascinating
we had the same thing in 1926. Dig The corn crop, however, or what ot dents and by many firecrackers. tWe streets of the better section for
ere
taken
to
a
university
and
given
I
it
remained
afler
the
August
frosts,
ging into the ancient history of Banhours. Some people had rather hor
,gor weather one is likely to discover was killed on Sept. 28 during "the two of the most able and enlightening rid experiences in the Chinese city
speeches
on
China.
Then
we
were
coldest
weather
ever
known
in
Sep

a precedent for anything. For a
(the slums); had their pocket-books
allowed to see century-old paintings
downright wretched, gloomy, soaking tember.’
stolen, were actually held up and
—
the
most
exquisite
things
imagin

Incidentally, December of the
wet aind shivery month. August of
robbed. One boy got beaten up by a
able. whose colors after 1500 years
1877 beat anything in the memory same year was a freak month. Days
Coolie, hut no wonder, for what else
still
live
and
tell
their
tale.
would anyone expect in a seaport
of this writer. It was so wet and of Intense cold were followed by a
After
the
art
exhibit
we
were
where a people live who have been
cold that most of the summer visit period of hot weather, with many
4-DOOR
guests
at
dinner
of
37
different
edu

treated like dirt by foreigners.
ors [lacked up and went home. Rain days when the temperature was
cational
and
other
public
societies
at
bove
75
degrees.
On
one
occasion
a
There
are
stunning
armed
Hindu
about every day. with low tempera
swell hotel—a regular nine course
ture and tog. The wind got into the difference of 67 degrees was reported Chinese dinner. Such weird concoc Sikh policemen In Shanghai, and they
within a few days.
have orders to kill natives, though a
east and seemed nailed there.
tions—and we did not know how to Chinese suffers death if caught carry
Really, nothing has happened yet
Browne Sounds Warning
at them! We had chop sticks and
F.O.B. FACTORY
to justify any fears of a summerless
This year, if the long range pre had to serve ourselves from a large ing firearms.
We bought prints and ornaments
year.
There have been plenty of dictions hold true, there are to be dish in the center of the table. I am
disagreeable summers—only we for conditions similar to those in 1816 saving the menu. Our tablecloths and cloisonne and lacquer and shawls
get them.
Herbert Janvrln Browne, chief of were a mess when we got through. and fans. Next day we were glad to
How About 1816?
these forecasters, has long been After that we went to a theatre where have a rest on the Yangtze and the
China Sea. Rut the water was fas
What kind of a year was 1816? warning of another "year without a Chinese orchestral, operatic and lyri cinating. too—ships of all nations,
What brand of weather did it bring summer" in 1927. He bases his pre cal music was given us. It was not junks with bulging eyes, lone barren
to earn the designations "the sum diction on a study of solar radia music to our ears, more like noise, islands where the surf broke high.
merless year.” "the black year,” and tion which, he says, has been very but the young girls and young men
"the year without a summer?” Does low since 1922 and has gradually were interesting. The girls wear I
AN ALL-MAINE TRAIN
three-quarter length
any year deserve to be rememberd brought about marked change in high-necked.
sleeves, piain-flttlqg jacket blouses
for 110 years because its weather was ocean currents and temperatures.
“See what is happening in Eu and lone plain skirt of beautiful hr..- J CominR From Pennsylvania
out of the ordinary?
w»ar ear-rings
p^r.rinpg and
°
As there was no weather bureau rope," he says. "Every government caded silks. Most wear
Laden With Lawrence Ce
110 years ago. or any other syste is alarmed. That's why they have their hair pulled back very smooth
matic record of keeping track of the appointed food commissions. That's and tight and done in a knot fastened
ment.
weather, full details of tha condi why Mussolini is compelling all by jewelled pins. We saw one slender
tions of 1816 are lacking, but by put Italian farmers to plant all the wheat sweet thing who was a dream, she
A solid trainload of cement shipped
That's why France has was so beautiful. The musical inting together isolated observation possible.
struments
are
weird.
They
also
gave
!
to
fill orders placed by dealers in
ordered
a
10
per
cent
reduction
in
an approximately accurate concep
us some boxing, sword-play and Maine left Siegfried. Penn.. Wednes
tion of the weather to which our the amount of flour used in bread.
The weather bureau, which is a sleight of har.d.
great grandfathers were subjected
day. It is believed that this estab
branch of the United States depart
may be obtained.
lishes a record for this state, being
Over the major part of the Vnited ment of agriculture, does not make
That night there was a supper on
States and in eastern Europe there long range weather forecasts, and board for some of the Chinese young the largest single shipment and the
was practically no summer at all. has repeatedly pointed out the fal folks and we discussed race problems, first solid trainload of cement dis
In New England and other northern lacy of such forecasts issued from immigration laws and other awfully patched on order exclusively to
states snow and frost came during unofficial sources, including, for ex tactless but very vital questions. I dealers in Maine.
every month in the year, with after ample. the wholly baseless prognosti must say we came out a very poor
The destinations of the cars mak
alternations of
destructive hail ations found in many almanacs.
second best. Then we broke up in ing up this train are of interest. The
According to Charles F. Marvin groups and I took a'bout eight Chi first car will be dropped before the
storms and periods of excessive cold.
So far as New England was con chief of the weather bureau, however nese boys under tny wing, showed train has traveled 18 miles in the
cerned. March of 1816 was cold. April it is a mistake to suppose that long them the boat and told them all 1 state while the last car will be left
mild. May cold and backward, June range forecasting is considered an could about the United States.
at Fort Kent, the most northernly
punctuated with heavy Jsnow and inherently impossible undertaking
There were hucksters on board point in the United States, while a
frosts, July cool and dry, August belonging to the same category
selling everything Imaginable, and I car for Eastport, Maine, will make
alternately cold and warm and Sep squaring the circle or perpetual got the most beautiful yellow and red delivery at the most easterly city in
tember marked by a frost that killed motion.
mandarin coat—am wild about it— the country.
“No scientist," he says, "has demon and a green skirt to go with it. of the
the New England corn crop.
The mill in the Lehigh Valley of
strated or can demonstrate, I believe style in vogue a hundred or more Pennsylvania, from which this rec
Birds, Frogs, Sheep Frozen
that the making of weather predic years ago. We ail have such fun ord shipment of cement Is made, pro
Hay crops fell off 50 per cent and tions of a general character for
duces Dragon Portland cement, the
more; bjrds and frogs died by the considerable period of time in ad comparing purchases and prices. The
same kind that will shortly be made
hundreds. In Maine, newly sheared vanre transcends any basic laws of boys do some dandy buying—also
some that is weird and wonderful! in this state by the million-barrel
sheep were frozen to death in their nature. That which is not impossi
The next day half of us—about 350— mill at present under construction by
pens. In fact, there was no summer ble must be possible, and let this be
started out in rick-shaws in the the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.,
worth speaking about.
the justification of those who seek to pouring rain. We were taken to the at Thomaston.
Since that year without a summer advance the science and art of
Chinese city and because some of the
The All-Maine train is made up
there has been nothing like it in meteorology in this difficult field.
streets were so narrow, we had to of 41 box cars, each loaded to ca
less
this part of the world, nor has then
get out and walk. It was an aston pacity. A car of cement generally
in ail the 55 years that the Boston
NOT A CENT A MILE
ishing sight—all the funny shops, the consists of 692 bagji, each weighing 95
weather bureau has been recording
workshops, the teeming wretched pounds, making tiie total quantity of
temperatures been
anything ap Wonderful Gas Costs Recorded
humanity, so poorl IWe saw the cement in this shipment approxi
proaching the frigid forlornness of
Olds Cross Country Run.
original "Willow Teahouse that is mately 28.372 bags or 2,695,349
that phenomenal year.
Less than a cent a mile for fuel shown on all Willow china wear, and pounds.
June. 1816, was a month of ice and
Among the Maine dealers who will
was the cost to a couple who recent jade, amethyst, crystal, amber trink
desolation. During the first part of
ly completed a trip front Los Ange ets, teakwood carvings, embroideries, receive a carload or more each in the
the month there were several cold
les, Calif., to their home in Allegan etc. But most of all, we saw the train are:
days, with snow in Maine, New
Everett L. Spear A- Co., Rockland;
Michigan. They drove their Oldsmo slaving human beings.
Hampshire and Vermont, and
....
Fred R. Spear. Rockuand; ,lf. Jf.
bile landau sedan 2711 miles on the
"great frost" on June 10 that killed
trip with a total gasoline expense of
Back in our rick-shaws again. K— Stover & Co.. Rockland.
all vegetables and left half an inch
Maine's consumption of cement for
324.51. The trip was made by A. H. and I got lost. This experience was
of ice over the Helds.
Foster, a seed and implement dealer the best we had.
We went all the year 1926 was 2,669.690 bags.
The weather was the most freakish
of Allegan. Michigan, and his wife. through the Chinese city. Gh. how Tiie total for the State is likely to rise
that ever has been recorded. Corn
They left home last November, tour can one tell about all the interesting materially as increased highway
was killed in August. Blazing tires
More than $100 worth of extra equipment
ing through the south and along the sights that crowded in on us. Peaked traffic develops tiie need for more
and winter wraps were necessary
Front and rear hampers: no-draft ventilating windshield (exclusively
hardware in closed can: dome light in Sedan and Victoria; uphol
Pacific coast. The small amount of roofs and gables, weird carved mon concrete roads. Growing utility im
Men and women became frightened
SmdeSaker'; engine thermometer and hydrostatic gasoline gauge
stery of rich mohair with broadlace trim in Sedan, Victoria and
expense for automobile maintenance sters. gods, idols, etc., to be seen provements, hydro-electric projects.
and imagined that the heat of the
on
the
dash:
coincidental
lock;
oil
filter;
automatic
windshield
Sport Coupe; all other models in genuine leather in tone harmo
Industrial expansion and the widen
excited the curiosity of Mr. Foster, everywhere.
Black,
dismal
tea
cleaner;
rear-vision
mirror:
rear
traffic
signal
light;
4-wheel
brakes;
nizing with lacquer body finish. Tourer and Sport Roaoster
sun had been exhausted. Minister
and he decided to keep records on houses, hideous, cheerless, open to the ing use of concrete for residences,
full
size
balloon
tires;
disc
wheels;
two-beam
acorn
headlights,
equipped with folding top and quick detachable curtains in ccdor
took the phenomenon for the text of
farm buildings, garages, etc., all tend
the homeward trip.
Leaving Dos street.
controlled from steering wheel; front spring brakes. Butler finish
Fish
markets,
vile;
sweat
blending with body.
their sermons, while fanatics took
Angeles, the Fosters drove over the shops, coffins being made. Junk shops, further to stimulate cement con
the opportunity to form religious or
STUDEBAKER
DICTATOR
mountains at Raton Pass and con ghastly .beggars—everywhere a pleas sumption in this vicinity.
ganizations.
Business Coupe//ortwo) $1245:
The record-making shipment now
tinued over the Santa Fe trail ant enough populace, curious about
$1295; Tourer (forfive} $1165;
The
following
description
of through the mid-west, meeting the
us. but with that stoical, indifferent, under way is evidence of Maine's will
Commander ana Preside
President models to $2495; Erskine models $945 and $995
weather 110 years ago conies front various type roads to be encount
hopeless attitude of acceptance of a to cooperate with those who are
•Rumble seat
dUpnatf, o. fi. factory, including front nnd rear bnmpcrt nnd 4-oheel brakei
ered in a cross-continental jaunt. suppression they are unable to throw adding to the power and prestige of
They took eight and one-half days off. Shanghai is owned and run by Maine-made products. The fact that
on the trip and their actual driving foreign nations.
The Chinese in Dragon cement will soon be in every
time was 93 hours, or four days. The Shanghai, as all through China, I sense a product of the State of
total gasoline consumption of their suspect, do the dirty work. The wo Maine is meeting with state wide
Oldsmobile on the return trip was men and children are all at work, the recognition.
134 gallons, which gave a mileage men staggering under impossible
BURGESS & LINNEKIN
for the trip of slightly more than 20 burdens.
FIVE MICE IN A MOUSE TRAP
miles to the gallon. The price of
E— and D— were fortunate enough
PARK AND UNION STREETS
TEL. 700
ROCKLAND, ME.
These were human mice with real
gasoline purchased in various locali to find someone to take them about
ties varied from 11 to 28 cents a gal eighty miles north to a real Chinese names for special occasions and
| city—Soochow—a city with walls and mouse names for the purposes of the
Will positively result from keeping the Ion. with an average of 18.3 cents.
'INlbble," the oldest, and
The Fosters reported that the trip ancient ruins of temples, monasteries story.
bowels active with daily movements
land forts. They saw very young “Downy" the baby were boys, the
and by relieving dyspepsia. Try this had been economical, enjoyable and
guaranteed remedy: “L. F." Atwood’s the most comfortable one they had troops being mobilized. The train other three were giris and the story
ever taken. In fact they were so 'had armed guards on it, and the is told by The Man in the Moon,
Medicine. 60 doses in 50c bottle.
pleased that .they now are planning a boys bad to leave early, because the who looking down from his home in
Trial six. Ifc by mail if no* »* your dealer'*
Made aad Guaranteed br
return trip in their Oldsmobile to city Is shut up tight at night, no one the skies took note of all those chil
L. F. MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine
being allowed outside tiie house after dren said and did, and had it printed
California this fall.—Adv.

SAY “.BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
you see

by

Cross

tablets

physicians-for
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STUDEBAKER

Dictator
SEDAN

H33S

Companion car to thefamous Studebaker Commander
t
A brilliant example of excess power

and finer quality at a One-Profit price

M.0Ve Power
_ j^ess qosj.

Twenty-three sedans selling for $50 to
$1815 more than The Dictator Sedan
have
power, according to ratings of
the Society of Automotive Engineers.

Stamina
Plus Beauty
a
J

To traditional Studebaker stamina (typified

by 1009 Studebak«s which have traveled
100,000 miles and over), custom beauty
has been added. Exterior and interior rival each other in
graceful harmony.

Better
Health

Rockland Garage Co.

STUDEBAKER

*0

